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peculiar “Lego” episode.  But The Simpsons have been 
doing that for a long time and we reprint a funny exami-
nation of this phenomenon by members of the old PKD 
listserv.  We continue with our “Lighthouse” fanzine story 
with a full index of that publication and an updated in-
dex to PKD Otaku for good measure.  Additional informa-
tion about Phil’s mysterious first wife comes courtesy of 
phildickian archeologist Frank Hollander.  And speaking of 
phildickian archeologist, John Fairchild and Perry Kinman 
have also done some digging and not only save Phil from 
incoherence but open up a new look at one of his most 
important novels.  

    
    Editorial 
        by Patrick Clark

PKD Otaku likes to keep everybody on their toes.  
Many of you might still be chewing over the wealth 
of material we presented in issue #33.  There is a 

lot to think about in its pages and, after all, it was only 
published a couple of weeks ago.  Our publishing sched-
ule is pretty lackadaisical so normally you’d have a certain 
amount of leisure to read the current issue.  But heads 
up: we have decided to immediately turn around and 
bring you issue #34.  

Maer Wilson will be publishing her memoir of her ten-
year friendship with Phil on August 9th.  Nick Buchanan 
was able to interview Wilson at length about her book 
and her memories of Phil.  We wanted to get this inter-
view to our readers immediately.  Nick also penned an es-
say that will surprise you – enough said; just check it out.  
Many readers will already know that The Simpsons mined 
Phil’s books for ideas and asides in a recent and 
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Interview with Maer Wilson
by Nick Buchanan
18th July 2016

Nick: Thank you for agreeing to do this interview.

Maer: Oh I’m just thrilled that you’re willing to do it.

Nick: Before we talk about you and Philip K. Dick, could 
you tell us a little bit about yourself?

Maer: I met Phil in 1972. I was in Theatre and I stayed 
in Theatre pretty much up until, oh gosh, I retired right 
around the late eighties - eighty-eight or eighty nine. 
I stopped acting and I went into business. I didn’t start 
writing… so, you know I’ve had 
people go “since you knew Phil, 
you’ve wanted to write all your 
life?” and I’m like “No.” It didn’t 
even cross my mind to write 
until 2000. I decided I’d write 
a play; and I wrote a very, very, 
very bad play. I mean, horrible. 
It was a musical - a good story, 
but it didn’t work for stage, so 
I didn’t do anything with it. I 
did take it to one of my former 
professors who basically said 
“Good idea, this is terrible.” 
About five years later I decid-
ed to turn it into a screenplay 
which basically solved all of the 
problems it suffered as a play. 
Everything that was wrong with 
it – I fixed, but again I didn’t do 
anything with it, not knowing 
what to do. And then five years 
later somebody said that they were writing a book – and 
I said “That’s what I should do, I should write a book!” I 
sat down and I wrote the first book in my Modern Magic 
series. I sold that in 2012, and then got my rights back 
and started my own press in 2013. I have three books in 
that series, and four novelettes and a short story – and 
then I also have a zombie book. I did a charity anthology 
for a friend of mine about eight months ago, and then of 
course, this is my first non fiction book.

Nick: So you were involved in the Arts, then moved to 
business, then returned to the Arts as a writer – and I no-
ticed on your website that you have quite a few books 
there.

Maer: Yes

Nick: How did you first get to know Phil?

Maer: He moved across the hall from me.

Nick: Oh, right. Is that in an apartment?

Maer: Yes, it was in an apartment in Fullerton. When he 
first came to southern California, he had lived, I guess, for 
a short time with a couple of girls, and that wasn’t work-
ing out – he was sleeping on their sofa or something like 
that and it just wasn’t working. I think (and Tim Powers 
would know this better than I) that Joel Stein was one 
of Will McNally’s students and heard that Phil was look-
ing for a place to live. And Joel had recently split from his 
wife and had room in his apartment. Phil moved into that 
apartment with Joel Stein (which was directly across the 

hall from me).

Nick: So it was literally just 
neighbours bumping into one 
another the way that neigh-
bours do?

Maer: Well, he actually came 
over. They came over, the two 
of them came over – and that’s 
the very first chapter of the 
book (The Other Side of Philip 
K. Dick) which is when Merry 
Lou Malone – who is one of the 
“dark haired girls” and my best 
friend – she and I were hang-
ing out and they came over and 
wanted to know if we wanted to 
come over for coffee. We were 
in the middle of a project, mak-
ing a dress for me. And so we 
said “No.” And they invited us 

instead to go to a movie the following week and that’s 
when we all got together – and that would be Tim Powers, 
Joel Stine, Merry Lou, my roommate Cindy, Phil and me.

Nick: Were you familiar with Phil’s work before you met 
him?

Maer: Oh not at all. I didn’t even read science fiction be-
fore I met him.

Nick: And at what point in knowing him did you find out 
that he was this science fiction author with a kind of a 
“cult” following-?

Maer: - You know, I’m not sure. Did he even have a cult 
following in the 70’s? Maybe he did. I never knew him as 
Phil the author.
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Nick: Sure. I think there were pockets of people, and that’s 
why I hesitated and used the word “cult-“ 

Maer:  “-Cult.” Yes you’re probably right on that.

Nick: -I know that in France he was big and in England he 
was quite big too. I remember reading him in the seven-
ties and being really impressed by him. I never met the 
man, but I was familiar with the work – and still enjoy it 
today. But I take your point that he was never heralded 
with the kind of merit that he deserved.

Maer: Not back then, I don’t think. But he did later, and 
he got a taste of it before he died of times to come with of 
course Blade Runner coming out. But he never lived to see 
the kind of recognition he’s got now, obviously.

Nick: No. Given the amount of material of his which has 
now been bought and turned into films, it’s a shame he 
didn’t get to see just how popular his ideas would become. 
And did he tell you he was a writer, from the get-go?

Maer: Oh yes, pretty much. Be-
cause I was in the original cast for 
the musical version of Dandelion 
Wine (which I had just finished) 
and I knew Ray Bradbury.

Nick: I’m a huge fan of Ray Brad-
bury and in one of the earlier PKD 
Otaku magazines I wrote a tribute 
to Bradbury on the occasion of 
his death. Tessa told me that Phil 
said that Ray was ‘the nicest man 
he ever met-‘

Maer: And that’s the exact oppo-
site of what he told me.

Nick: (laughs) Oh right. Well 
that’s really interesting-

Maer: And that’s in the book too. 
That part about Ray.

Nick:  I know Phil could be duplici-
tous-

Maer: -Oh, always. That is the whole thing! And I said this 
at the Phil Dick Festival in Fullerton (in April) – I said this 
there, and on the YouTube video on my website – you 
had to take what Phil said with a salt shaker of salt. You 
couldn’t take him at his word. Because you never knew 
whether he was running scenarios for books; whether he 

was just messing with people; whether he was just teas-
ing you. Now, over the years I got to point where I was 
pretty good about telling when he was telling the truth 
and serious, and when he was not - but in the beginning, 
no.

Nick: Is it possible to describe the kind of clues you may 
have picked up on which showed you the difference?

Maer: I’m not sure it is. You are talking about tones of 
voice, expression… it was a lot easier of it was something 
that he was very passionate about, because that was one 
of his tells. But then he could have you absolutely going 
and thinking things, and Tim Powers says this too, how he 
had him and Jim completely convinced of something one 
night and the next day laughed about it and said, “Boy I 
had you guys really going.” He had a great sense of hu-
mour. Being in theatre I was on tour with five guys, and you 
learn as the only girl to, number one, not believe anything 
they say, because you never know when they’re messing 
with you. I had already kind of learned that with Phil, and 
I took things with a huge grain of salt. But then there were 

times when I absolutely knew, no 
this is for real this is not one of his 
games, we need to pay attention 
to this. But I’m not sure if I could 
tell you how I did it. I was very 
instinctive. You know somebody 
long enough and eventually you 
get a handle on their personal-
ity and how it meshes with your 
personality and you just learn the 
person.

Nick: I am interested that one of 
his tells was when he was pas-
sionate bout something – and 
did that indicate that he was be-
ing quite straightforward in that 
sense.

Maer: In this particular case I’m 
remembering him getting up-
set over the ‘novelization’ of 
Blade Runner, versus re releas-
ing Do Androids Dream of Electric 
Sheep? I think it was like eleven 

to twelve hours that day on that one topic. He was just 
so back and forth on what to do, and what did he  want 
to do and all of that. I stayed there the whole time – and 
this scene is in the book, but it’s fairly common knowledge 
that he agonized about that and what to do; whether to 
take the money, because you know they offered him a lot 
of money. Whether to take the money, or forget the mon-
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ey and just re-release Androids, which is what he ended 
up doing.

Nick: I’m glad he made that choice. How would you de-
scribe Phil the man as opposed to Phil the writer?

Maer: He was eccentric. He had a great sense of humour 
– it was very dark sometimes, but he had a really good 
sense of humour. He was quite 
funny. He was compassion-
ate. He was generous. He was, 
I think, a better friend than he 
was a husband or a father. I 
don’t think he was a good hus-
band and I don’t think he was a 
good father – and I think that’s 
pretty self-evident by his rela-
tionships with the ex-wives and 
with his children (which he did 
not have that close of a rela-
tionship with).

Nick: I’m really pleased to hear 
you mention his sense of hu-
mour because I think that is 
something not championed 
enough about Phil. Often we 
hear of the serious scholar and 
the deep researcher, but I al-
ways think he had a great sense 
of the absurd and a wonderful 
sense of irony. I get that from 
his books and also from some 
of his interviews – where he 
bumps into concepts mid-inter-
view and chuckles and laughs at 
ideas he has just suggested. He 
seemed to have a lovely sense 
of play and playfulness.

Maer: He did. I think Paul Sammon says it best and he 
says this in the blurb on my book. Let me get this because 
this is exactly how I feel about him. I ran into Paul Sam-
mon at the Philip K. Dick Convention in April and he of-
fered to do a blurb for my book and this is part of what he 
wrote - Blaylock, World Fantasy Award-Winning Author   
“As a literary figure, Philip K. Dick is popularly perceived 
as a crazed, drug-addled mystic with a sinister Third Eye. 
Nothing could be further from the truth—the Phil I knew 
was a warm, humane, very funny man. Maer Wilson un-
derstands these truths far better than I, and The Other 
Side of Philip K. Dick casts a welcome shaft of daylight 
upon the real PKD, as opposed to the dark, distorted cari-
cature Dick has become.”

Nick:  I would say Amen to that-

Maer: -Yes, I did too! Which is why it’s at the top of the 
back cover of my book.

Nick: I think that when people see greatness in others, 
particularly when it highlights their own mediocrity, they 
sometimes try to find a reason to account for that per-

son’s greatness – so they say “it 
was the drugs,” or “he was a 
madman” or some other reason 
– instead of just accepting that 
this was a very intelligent writ-
er with a big heart and a great 
sense of humour.

Maer: Yes. He was very gener-
ous. He had a big heart. That 
woman that he barely knew, 
that teller at the bank want-
ing money and he pulled out (I 
think it was) $2,000 and gave to 
her – a virtual stranger, I mean 
this was not somebody he was 
friends with.

Nick: I’m sure that relates to his 
whole principle of empathy; hu-
man kindness, to feel what oth-
ers feel – this intrinsic quality 
that makes us human. And that 
seems to be displayed in that 
behaviour. But I’m not trying to 
make him out to be a saint ei-
ther-

Maer: -He wasn’t (laughter)

Nick: -and we can get to that too, but he was very keen on 
the concept of empathy-

Maer: -Do you know, that’s true – and Nick, I had never 
thought of it in quite those terms before, so I’m glad you 
brought that up. He was very empathic – very tuned into 
other people’s feelings. I know that if I was upset about 
something, he would get upset on my behalf. 

Nick: Which is very empathic. Something we have touched 
upon is the way that people caricature him as a drug 
crazed writer or a madman – but I also don’t want to fall 
into the trap of caricaturing him as a saint either – indeed, 
we both laughed at the idea earlier. So I will ask – was 
there anything you didn’t like about Phil?

Maer: If I like somebody I’m pretty non-judgemental. So 
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I’m usually forgiving of little “faults” that, if I don’t like 
you, would drive me crazy.

Nick: I meant it in the sense that we all have little foibles, 
short-comings and different ways of doing things – and I 
don’t mean that in any judgemental way. Those “faults” 
could even become endearing. I mean in the sense that 
sometimes in the best relationships the complementality 
is such that each recognises the gifts and the limits of the 
other. 

Maer: I just wanted to qualify that none of his faults were 
enough to drive me away, obviously, or I wouldn’t have 
been friends with him for ten years. But he did take snuff 
especially in the early years and that was just disgusting. 

Nick: And this is not a tabloid scoop for you to dish the 
dirt. My motivation for asking those things is that no one 
seems to ask those kind of things about Phil-

Maer: -No it’s a great question! And sometimes he was 
melodramatic to the point were you weren’t sure if some-
thing was serious or not – and there’s a couple of things 
in the book that I tell about that to this day I don’t know if 
they’re true or not.

Nick: That’s interesting because the ability to make melo-
drama out of almost nothing seems to be one of his best 
skills as a writer-

Maer: -Exactly.

Nick: -So it must have been hard to switch off when he got 
so involved in his writing and creating stories.

Maer: - That’s a good point. I think you’re right.

Nick: I think that sometimes when people talk about 
‘compartmentalization’ it can be very dangerous in terms 
of restricting their own compassion and things like that, 
but in terms of being a writer and saturated in the cre-
ative process,  it must very difficult to stop weaving each 
strand into a tapestry. He seemed to make so much from 
apparently insignificant material.

Maer: Yes. I’m trying to think if I ever got tired of the exag-
gerations and stuff like that. But mostly, you know, I just 
blew them off. Coming from Theatre I was used to eccen-
tric people. I was in the Arts from the time I was five years 
old on. I mean I was raised in the Arts. I was performing 
from the time I was five. I was second generation. So I 
was used to different – I liked different. Maybe things that 
other people who weren’t different might not have been 
able to tolerate, I could close my eyes to a lot easier-

Nick: -And who wants normal anyway?
Maer: -Exactly. As Louisa says in The Fantasticks, “Please 
God, please don’t let me be normal.” (laughter)

Nick: Indeed! What were your impressions of Ridley Scott?

Maer: Well, we only met him that one time and we were 
maybe in his presence for thirty or forty minutes. We 
were at the studio for much longer because they took us 
through and showed us the models of the city and the 
blimp model – I really wanted the blimp model! This was 
before we saw the special effects and he and Phil chatted. 
I really tried to stay in the background, in fact that picture 
that’s out there of me and Phil and Ridley, when I saw 
them taking it, I ducked my head down because this needs 
to about Phil. I later got yelled at from Phil for doing that 
(laughter). Because I was like “Oh good, they didn’t get 
my face” and he said “You did that on purpose,”- and I’m 
like “Yes, I did. This was about you and Ridley, this wasn’t 
about me.”

Nick: Well he obviously wanted you to be in it-

Maer: He did. And it’s a great picture because Ridley’s 
looking at Phil and Phil’s looking at me and I’m hiding my 
face. And it was taken the same day as the picture that’s 
on the cover of the book.

Nick: Yes, I’ve seen that one. That’s a great one and that’s 
a nice little hat you’ve got on there as well.

Maer: Yes I was really glad I wore that hat because I could 
use it to block my face. I really was trying to support Phil, 
because it wasn’t about me, it was about Phil and Rid-
ley. Kim Gottlieb-Walker took the pictures for that – so all 
credit to her for taking those photos and for making them 
available to me.

Nick: Indeed. They are great photos too! When Phil and 
you were walking around these sets of the city (designed 
by Douglas Trumbull) which look really quite big, I won-
dered what Phil’s impressions were, and if he got a sense 
of how visually stunning Blade Runner was going to be

Maer: Yes, he did. From walking around the sets, and after 
he saw the reel of the special effects, that’s when he really 
was just like 180 degrees from his initial reaction to the 
film (which was very negative) to a million per cent behind 
it. Just loved it!

Nick: And I understand that you didn’t see the whole film, 
because it wasn’t yet completed, but you did see a reel 
which comprised of segments of the film. Did this reel in-
clude the opening shots of the city?
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Maer: Yes, the opening sequence was in there, but of 
course we didn’t have the Vangelis track. I want to say it 
was something like 2001: A space Odyssey or something 
like that. It was classical and appropriate for the viewing. 
I think it was about ten to fifteen minutes. There is a clip 
on YouTube which looks very like what we saw that day. 
We saw special effects. I’ll find the link… here it is: https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=jUgOKWynhnA Let’s face it, 
that beginning of Blade Runner is one of the most visually 
stunning opening sequences ever.

Nick: It is! And what did you think of the film as a whole?

Maer: I loved it! But then I loved it from the beginning 
when Phil first gave me the script and told me to read it 
“because it was horrible” and I’m like, “I love it…what is 
wrong with the script? -” “- Well it’s not my book.-” “-Well 
it’s never going to be about your book, but you need to 
get over it.”

Nick: It changed a few times with Hampton Fancher and 
David Peoples.

Maer: Oh, well, Ridley Scott never read the book.

Nick: I know, I think that’s unbelievable.

Maer: I think he read actually read like one or two chap-
ters. So the movie is a few chapters out of the book and in 
this day and age I’d call it more of an “inspired by” rather 
than anything else.

Nick: Of course, because there is so much missing from 
‘Do Androids 
Dream’ particularly 
Mercerism and the 
religious aspect. I 
love Blade Runner 
and I really enjoy 
it, but there is a 
huge difference 
between the scope 
of the film and the 
scope of the book. 
I wanted to discuss 
your book, if we 
may, because some fans may not yet know that you have 
a book out about your ten year friendship with Phil. Is it a 
biography or a memoir? Could you tell us a little bit about 
it?

Maer: I’d love to. It is a memoir. I went that route because 
other people have done biographies – with these are the 
facts, this happened on this day at this time – I try to be 

accurate as to when things happened, but I don’t always 
remember the exact dates, I sometimes have to say it was 
during this month or I think it was this year. I try to be 
as accurate as I can. I did a lot of research, but this is a 
memoir, it is about our friendship, about our relationship. 
I called it The Other Side of Philip K. Dick because I was 
just so tired of the crazy mythologies that are out there 
about him – they’ve lost sight of who the real man was.  
I haven’t seen anything recently that doesn’t have Phil 
as pill-popping or into drugs - and you know the last ten 
years I didn’t see him do drugs other than his prescription 
medication. He didn’t do drugs, he was a normal person 
– well a normal Artist. So that had a lot to do with it. But 
for years I’ve been telling the stories from mine and Phil’s 
relationship and everybody is always like you really need 
to write a book. And a couple of years ago I was talking to 
Tim Powers and I said “Maybe you and I could co-write a 
book?” and he and Jim were like- “You need to write your 
book.”

Nick: That’s Jim Blaylock?

Maer: Yes. And we were at The Orange Book Festival, or 
something like that, a couple of years ago and that’s when 
they said that. And I said okay, but only if you’ll proof it 
and check me for accuracy, and Jim said “Well if I do I’ll rip 
it apart.” I said “Please do.” So I started writing it, and I’d 
get up to the last year and I’d stop. And I couldn’t finish it. 
I’d put it aside and I’d go off to write something else. Then 
I’d come back to it and I’d start at the beginning again and 
tweak and fix the first part – and then I’d get to the last 
year and I’d stop again. I did that three or four times. And 
finally this last year I said to myself you know what, you 

are not getting any 
younger, you have 
got to get off the 
stick on this and 
finish this book. I 
knew the confer-
ence was coming 
up so I gave myself 
a deadline and said 
you will have this in 
edits by this confer-
ence. So I just sat 
down and finished 

the whole last part of the book in three or four days.

Nick: And did it still feel a bit of a ‘bump’ when you were 
working through the last chapter?

Maer: Yes. It was hard.

Nick: I can understand that. You are talking about the loss 
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of a dear friend, someone you had known for a decade, 
and it’s very hard to deal with that even in writing.

Maer:  But once I got it down – I did something a little bit 
different with this book, Nick, and this is what helped me 
do it – I was talking 
to somebody about 
it and I was telling 
them that when I 
got up to this last 
year every time I 
stalled – and then 
I got the idea of 
putting the whole 
story in the con-
text of music, be-
cause music is the 
first thing that Phil 
and I connected 
on. And so I struc-
tured the book 
into a performance 
with Prelude, First 
Symphony, Second 
Symphony and I 
have given the musical pieces which I think 
coincide with the feeling of that particular 
section of the book.

Nick: That sounds like a great idea.

Maer: And that allowed me to get that last 
year down. Once I had it down I could go 
back, I could fill it in. I would talk to some-
one and they would say ‘oh well, don’t you 
remember we did-‘  and I’d say ‘Oh yeah, I 
forgot about that, let me put that it’ be-
cause they sparked my own memories. So I 
was talking to Tim Powers and Jim Blaylock 
and MerryLou Malone Staylor and my family (who knew 
Phil as well). So I was pulling on all of these resources and 
burning strawberry incense and listening to 1970’s and 
1980’s music – anything and everything to bring that time 
to life as much as possible. And I was glad that I had been 
telling these stories for all these years because I had them 
there – I knew them. So that helped a lot. I wrote 16,000 
words in two or three days. I just sat down and wrote it all.
 
Nick: Well it must have been there ready to write. I think it 
is going to give us all another facet of Phil that would oth-
erwise be difficult to conceive - and a first-hand account 
is always the best.

Maer: It doesn’t get into too much about what he is work-
ing on; I don’t dissect any of his books. It is literally this is 

the friend.

Nick: Of course, it’s about the man.

Maer: Yes. 

Nick: Which is great, particularly with there being so 
many caricatures of the man, it’s good to get a first-hand 
account.

Maer: Gosh, I think so, because I’m so tired of all of these 
characterizations- “this is what he did and why he did it-” 
and I think “-no it’s not. That’s not even close!” And it’s 
very frustrating as a friend – and I didn’t realize just how 
huge his fandom had become until I went to the confer-
ence, and I was there with Merry Lou and her husband. So 
keep in mind that two people who met Phil at the same 
time and knew him for ten years, still together all these 
years later, she and I were there at this conference and we 
had to walk out of one of the lectures-

Nick: Because it felt in-
accurate- 

Maer: -it was so far off 
base. And I’m not go-
ing to say who it was or 
anything like that. But 
Merry Lou looked at me 
and I looked at her and 
I’m like “Can you take 
anymore of this?” -and 
she’s like “No.” So we 
just left. But I can un-
derstand why, in their 
defense, because Phil 
himself put all this stuff 
out there and created 
this whole mythos. I 

mean the stuff he put in the Exegesis and everything 
else, and everybody is taking all of this stuff literally – and 
that’s the whole thing with Phil, you cannot take him liter-
ally, unless you’ve got him right there with you and you 
say “Okay Phil, I want the truth now, you tell me what this 
means?” and you might…might…might get an answer that 
resembles the truth.

Nick: Sure.

Maer: I’m not meaning that he was a liar. Everything was 
a story to him.

Nick: Indeed, and he obviously had a great sense of play-

Maer: -Oh absolutely. He loved messing with people. He 
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was like “Boy, we really fooled them.”

Nick: And this is the storyteller’s art – to weave a spell and 
have people captive (in a great way).

Maer: But it has backfired on him a little bit. I read one 
article that said he was pill-popping hundreds of pills a 
day. Nobody can even live popping hundreds of pills a 
day! It would kill them! How unrealistic can they pos-
sibly be? You hear these stories of “violent Phil” and all 
these crazy things. I never 
saw Phil angry, but one time 
- and even that wasn’t a rage 
– I never saw him in a rage. I 
never saw him lose his temper. 
I saw him mad. I saw him very 
passionate about things, but I 
never saw the rages that I’ve 
heard about and “evidence of 
physical violence” I never even 
heard about it-

Nick: Well, knowing him for 
ten years, and only ever see-
ing him angry once (and in a 
normal healthy way) speaks 
volumes, because if some-
body had a problem in that 
area, you would have seen 
some evidence of it-

Maer: Oh, sure you would. You 
would see that right off. He 
was melodramatic, he loved 
creating melodrama, he loved 
watching melodrama and he 
loved anything that was differ-
ent. And I would tell him that 
because I’d hear about all the 
girlfriends – and they were al-
ways “-horrible and awful and 
terrible, and there was never 
anything nice about them-” and I said to him once ”-Well 
if that’s the case, if they are that horrible, why do you 
need that relationship? Walk away.” (Laughter) I took his 
balloon and I popped it! (Laughter).

Nick: One thing your book is certainly going to do is ‘pop 
the balloon’ of some of these myths-

Maer: Well, I hope so.

Nick: -And I think that does your friend, Phil a great ser-
vice because a lot of people who didn’t know him have 
been doing him a disservice in that way, in my opinion. I 

wonder, as we draw the interview to a close, if you could 
let people know how and when they could get hold of 
your book?

Maer: Sure. It’ll be out August 9th and it can be pre-or-
dered as an e-book now from Amazon, Kobo, Barnes and 
Noble, i-Tunes and of course Smashwords (you can’t pre-
order the paperback). And on August 9th the paperback 
will be available.

Nick: And one more thing. 
You mentioned music being 
a great connection between 
you and Phil. Were there any 
particular pieces that you both 
adored.

Maer: Well it all came about 
from the ‘Clockwork Or-
ange’ film that we saw, the 
soundtrack to that.

Nick: Beethoven’s Ninth?

Maer: Yes. Beethoven’s Ninth. 
Beethoven was probably our 
first connection. I talk about 
that in the book. Phil was try-
ing so hard to connect with 
me. I’m sitting there and I’m 
nineteen and here’s this guy 
twenty-five years older. I’ve 
got a boyfriend and I’m not 
interested in this old guy and 
he’s trying like crazy to con-
nect with me – I don’t know 
why – and took me to see 
Clockwork Orange (which I 
hated initially). And finally it 
was with music, it was like “Oh 
here’s the way into her soul.” 
Once we had that connection 

with music, it lasted forever, because he was such an au-
diophile. I don’t know if people get that or not?

Nick: They probably don’t know it as much as you do, but 
there are little hints of it in his stories where people work 
in record stores and things like that. But he seemed to 
love a lot of classical music and Wagner in particular-

Maer: I was just going to say that. He introduced me to 
Wagner and the whole Ring cycle. He played that for me 
and told me the whole story and I thought it was really 
interesting. But he was such an audiophile and in his later 
years had a really, really nice sound system, I mean he 
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put his money into his sound system. He is the one who 
taught me how to handle a record - and I have that scene 
in the book (Laughter).

Nick: The idea that you are getting lessons on how to han-
dle records from Philip K. Dick is just such a great absurd 
thing, isn’t it-

Maer: But it’s wonderful isn’t it?

Nick: Of course it’s wonderful. And it’s part of the details 
of friendships that are trivial on one level and profound on 
another – and the stuff of life is surely in these small things 

which make up the endearing aspects of our friendships, 
our loves and our lives. Well, your book sounds tremen-
dous and I’m going to get the paperback when it’s out. I 
think it’ll do a great service in setting the record straight. 
Thank you very much, Maer.

Maer: I’m grateful that folks like you will give me the 
chance to get the word out about it. I want my friend 
known for who he was.

Nick: Thank you.

Maer: Thank you.

Praise for The Other Side of Philip K. Dick 
“I found this book engrossing and authentic – a truthful and serious account of the last part of Phil Dick’s life 
by someone who was a fundamental part of it and who has the skill to write about it. There is evident love and 
friendship in this book, but also honesty. This was the Phil Dick I knew.” 
James P. Blaylock, World Fantasy Award-winning Author

“As a literary figure, Philip K. Dick is popularly perceived as a crazed, drug-addled mystic with a sinister Third 
Eye. Nothing could be further from the truth - the Phil I knew was a warm, humane, very funny man. Maer 
Wilson understands these truths far better than I, and The Other Side of Philip K. Dick casts a welcome shaft of 
daylight upon the real PKD, as opposed to the dark, distorted caricature Dick has become.” 
Paul M. Sammon, Author of Future Noir: The Making of Blade Runner

“The strongest piece of writing I’ve read in years. Wilson’s pacing is perfection. The Other Side of Philip K. 
Dick is filled with laughter and the kind of love only true friends can share. Even if, for some reason, you’ve 
never heard of Philip K. Dick, you will fall in love with him and Wilson. The ending had me crying, like “end 
of the Notebook” crying. Utter perfection.” 
M. Joseph Murphy, Author of the Activation series

“There are many tales of epic friendships, but there is one huge difference here: The Other Side of Philip K. 
Dick is real. Wilson’s prose gives us an inside view into two minds, a genius and a young girl. Through her 
eyes I am left with one thought -- this is a man I wish I had known.” 
Danielle DeVor, author of the Marker Chronicles.

“Frank and revealing. One part faithful memoir, one part a wonderful evocation of Phil’s final 10 years. Writ-
ing with crisp clarity, Maer’s humorous anecdotes wonderfully evoke both the times and the man. Her conver-
sational prose sparkles with truth and winning story-telling. Best of all, this warm tribute replaces the oft-told 
myths about Phil with unique insights into his caring, compassionate and generous nature.” 
Daniel Gilbertson, Friend of PKD

“As a fan of Dick’s fiction, I was engrossed by these amusing, insightful, and poignant reminiscences of the 
last ten years of his life. Wilson evokes a human portrait of a warm, funny, unassuming man who was a good 
friend to a young student. This memoir is well-written and heart-felt. It illustrates not only the private world of 
a great writer but what it was like to be young in the seventies in California.” 
Carol Holland March, Author of The Dreamwalkers of Larreta
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Correspondence concerning Dick 
references in the Simpsons
Compiled by Patrick Clark

From The Simpsons 8th Season: “In Marge We Trust”

From: Forrest Jackson 
Has anyone seen the “Ubik episode” of the Simpsons? 

During the intro, Bart and family must pay their couch 
with coins before they can sit before the TV. Then, during 
the show, Homer is astounded when he sees his likeness 
represented on a box of Japanese detergent that he finds 
at a trash dump. An intensely weird and psychedelic TV 
advertisement features the round-eyed Homer defeating 
entropy with his ancient magic cleansing powers.  The ad 
is in fake Japanese and has (epigrammatic?) humorously 
mistranslated English subtitles. 
There was another distinctly 
Ubik like aspect or scene of the 
episode, but I can’t remember it 
now.  Something about half-life? 

The correlations seemed irrefut-
able when I saw the show a few 
months ago and the above de-
scriptions don’t do the situation 
justice. What do you think?

____ 
The Rhipidon Society thrives at: 
http://www.pentaradial.com/

From: “H. Stephen Wright” 
One other Phildickian moment 
I remember is when Bart, Lisa, 

and Homer find the detergent box at the dump.  This re-
minded me of “The Penultimate Truth,” i.e., the planting 
of fake artifacts with a time machine.  In fact, when Bart 
first glimpses the box, he cries, “Maybe it’s a box from the 
future!” 

Incidentally, the Japanese dialogue in the television com-
mercial was discussed to death on the alt.tv.simpsons 
newsgroup.  Some Japanese-speaking fans claimed 
that the Japanese heard was grammatically correct and 
matched the subtitles shown.  I wouldn’t know, though. 

____

From: Erik Jon Spigel
I’m currently living in Japan. A friend taped this episode 
for me and sent it to me here. What I can tell you is:

1.) The ad isn’t fake Japanese. It didn’t strike me as good 
Japanese, though.
2.) Japanese advertisements are really like that.
3.) No, really. Japanese advertisements are like that.
4.) Bad English is a hallmark of living in Japan. Japanese 
companies seldom employ native speakers of English as 
translators or as proofreaders.

Come to Japan. See:

* Shinjuku at night. The Bladerunner city, complete with 
billboard-sized TVs.
* Weird, almost-real imitations of 1950s America.
* Androids.

We call them “salarymen” here. Trust me. It’s weirder 
than you think.

____

From: Carey Wilson 
Actually the product is a laun-
dry detergent, with the Homer-
lookalike serving as a sort of psy-
chedelic, Japanese Mr. Clean [an 
iconic American cleaning prod-
uct advertisement figure from 
the 1950s-60s].  The company’s 
logo morphs a fish [the eyes] 
and a vacuum tube [the shape 
{and contents} of his head] to 
create the Homeresque appear-
ance. Hence Bart’s reference to 
Homer in the end of the episode 
as “Fish-bulb.” 
   Didn’t really strike me as Dick-

ian at the time I watched it, but it’s definitely a classic epi-
sode. 
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From: Patrick Clark 
Carey,
No, no.  It was cereal, remember?  And then the pink 
beam of light struck Mr. Burns and you could see his cam-
era eyes and steel teeth and artificial hand and he was 
getting ready to take over all of West Hem?  Then Bart 
sprayed him with a can of Ubik and he began to change in-
tro a slime mold but then Smithers shot Bart with an LSD 
dart and Bart thought he was in an underwater cathedral 
on another planet.  But Marge took some JJ-180 and went 
back in time to just after Smithers was born and put a nu-
clear bomb in his chest that would detonate when he said 
“Yes, Mister Burns” the first time, so Burns and Smithers 
and the power plant went up in a big mushroom cloud 
which unfortunately included Springfield as well but Lisa 
had, fortunately, developed a time scoop in her science 
class and had sent back a fake Springfield to be destroyed, 
meanwhile moving the real town to Frolix-8 and saved all 
the inhabitants but she then lost the town in a best two-
out-of-three games with the aliens from Titan but, luckily, 
a Gnostic Christian from the first century C.E. named Apu 
took over Homer’s brain and set everything to right -- ex-
cept now instead of a box of cereal Homer finds a box of 
detergent in the garbage dump.  Remember?  That’s the 
show I saw -- didn’t you?  

Or as Kevin said in VALIS “Could the movie change every 
time you see it?  Holy fuck!”

Confusedly yours, Patrick 

From Nick Buchanan
In the Simpson’s 550th Episode ‘Brick Like Me,’ his fam-
ily and everyone in Springfield is made of Lego and he 
must ‘put together’ how he got there, if they are to get 
back home. The nested realities within the layers of fakery 
would please Umberto Eco or Jean Baudrilliard. (Spoilers 
ahead)... Lego Homer forgets that he was ever a cartoon 
and is shocked when he bumps into reminders. He is not 
who he thinks he is - but unbeknown to him his desired 
return to his ‘normal’ form would still leave him as a car-
toon - an ersatz person.

The episode is riddled with references to Philip K. Dick. 
Homer buys Lisa a set of ‘Perky Patty’s Princess shop’ (an 
obvious reference to Perky Pat from ‘The Three Stigmata of 
Palmer Eldritch’ and Dick’s short story ‘The Days of Perky 
Pat’). Lego Homer imagines building the set with Lisa - in 
his imagination he is a cartoon (as we know him) and not 
a Lego character. In a bathroom mirror, Lego Homer sees 
himself reflected as a cartoon - and is shocked. He ignores 
this and goes back to his ‘normal’ Lego life. Throughout 
the episode, Lego Homer sees cartoon versions of himself 
and others - then his hands become cartoon even though 
the rest of him is Lego. 

The Comic Book Guy tells Homer that the Lego world is a 
fiction in Homer’s mind, an unconscious reaction against 
the idea of everyone growing old. Nevertheless Homer 
wants to stay in Lego World. Eventually Homer decides 
that he must return to his non Lego form and he visits the 
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Comic Book Guy for further advice. He realizes that the 
Comic Book Guy is actually the one trying to keep him in 
this Lego World. Bart builds a huge robot from Lego pieces 
and they defeat the Comic Book Guy and manage to be-
come cartoons again.

In The Three Stigmata of Palmer Eldritch (Spoiler alert) 
the bored workers on Mars use dolls (Pat and Walt) whose 
‘world’ they can enter into with the aid of the drug Can-D. 
Sam Regan does this and ‘becomes’ Walt (forgetting he 
was ever Sam). In his bathroom he sees a note in his own 
handwriting tacked up. It says:

THIS IS AN ILLUSION, YOU ARE SAM REGAN, A COLONIST 
ON MARS. MAKE USE OF YOUR TIME OF TRANSLATION, 
BUDDY BOY. CALL UP PAT PRONTO. - the note was signed 
Sam Regan (p.42)

The Comic Book Guy is in the 
role of Palmer Eldritch - he is 
the saviour / betrayer who en-
snares. The whole idea of nest-
ed realities (the Lego within the 
cartoon) is reminiscent of any 
number of Dick stories where 
protaganists become unsettling-
ly aware that there are alternate 
realities - and they are living in 
one (or more)!

This whole Simpson’s episode is 
packed with puns and gags in the 
background (shops like Brick-E-
Mart etc.). What is of special in-
terest to Dick fams is that in the 
Comic Book Guy’s shop there 
are books on display by Philip K. 
Brick. Amongst others are:

“The Three Brickmata of Palmer 
Elbrick” = “The Three Stigmata 
of Palmer Eldritch”  

“Ubrick” = “Ubik” 

“The Minifig in the High Castle”  
= “The Man in the High Castle” 

“A Scanner Blockly” = “A Scanner 
Darkly” [13]

“Do Minifigs Dream of Plastic 
Sheep?” = “Do Androids Dream 
of Electric Sheep?”  [14]

“Beyond Lies the Stud” = “Beyond Lies the Wub”  [15]

“Sort My Pieces, the Policefig Said” = “Flow My Tears, the 
Policeman Said”  [16]

The Lego version of“We Can Build You” is called (can’t you 
guess?) “We Can Build You.” 

---------
References and photos sourced from:
https://www.yahoo.com/tv/bp/29-things-you-
may-have-missed-in-the--simpsons--lego-epi-
sode-005659024.html
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Random PKD quotes 
collected by JPC

Surely everyone has a set of these.  You read some-
thing of Phil’s and it hits you for whatever reason.  A 
passing fancy, a bit of real wisdom, something crazy 

(crazier than usual I mean), a reminder of something, a 
clever way to state some truth, a funny observation, sup-
port of some argument...  Who knows why you copy it 
down.  You just do.  This collection started decades ago 
and I continue to add to it still.    

It’s a cardboard universe, Jamis, and if you lean too hard 
against it you fall through, but god knows into what.  
(Letter to Jamis: Nov 23, 1972)

I frankly consider myself one of the mass men that mutant 
stories constantly knock. To be honest, I’m not telepathic, 
psychokinetic, or anything else. I can’t teleport myself, 
read tomorrow’s newspapers, or turn lead into gold. 
I can’t read minds, I can’t lift dice at fifty paces—I can’t 
do anything but ride the street car, read pulp magazines, 
listen to the radio, and do all the rest of the things mass-
men do.  (Letter to James McKimmey, December 1963)

     What’s interesting in this is, without my intending this, 
in order to write [The 
Cosmic Puppets] I had 
to do some research 
into religion.  Into 
Zoroastrianism.  And 
this turned out to be 
a turning pointing my 
life.  Because although 
I had researched Zo-
roastrianism simply to 
write a novel. I found 
that once I had stud-
ied a dualistic, bitheis-
tic religion, it was very 
hard for me to go back 
to monotheism after 
that.  I think that once 
I got the hang of bithe-
ism it was hard to drop it after I had finished reading it.   
     So it had influenced me spiritually, theologically, reli-
giously, whatever the word is, the amount of research I 
did.  That has not been my intention.”  (Gregg Rickman, 
Philip K. Dick: In His Own Words (1984) pg.125)

My 3-74 experiences are an outgrowth of my Palmer El-
drich experience of over ten years earlier.  “Faith of Our 
Fathers” shows this, too….  (Exegesis 1975)

Is it possible that Lovecraft saw the truth?  That realms 
and wickedness such as he describes, for example in The 
Strange Case of Charles Dexter Ward, actually exist.  Imag-
ine taking a dose of LSD and finding yourself in Salem.  You 
would go mad.  (“Will the Atom Bomb Ever Be Perfected?” 
1966)

Meanwhile, I have started on a novel which I think is a 
giant step forward for me.  I am not going to do an out-
line on this one.  It is, I think a totally new sort of novel 
for me, one in which the nature of reality is firmly stated; 
there won’t merely be layer after layer of illusion.  I had 
the idea before the Baycon, and when I came away from 
it I had a totally new piece of material emerging, perhaps 
because of what I said there and what was said to me.  
Perhaps I was too timid in the past to dare say what real-
ity was; I only felt competent to say what was illusion.  My 
confidence in myself is much greater at this point than it 
ever was before in my seventeen years of s-f writing and 
selling.  (PKD to Lawrence Ashmead: September 7, 1968) 

I remember when I was a child on December 7, 1941 and 
there was the news 
on the radio about 
the Japanese bomb-
ing Pearl Harbor; I 
phoned my mother to 
tell her.  “We’re at war 
with Germany, Italy 
and Japan!” I yelled, 
to which she replied 
calmly, “No, I don’t 
think so, Philip,” and 
went back to her gar-
dening.  I was 12 years 
old and I was more in 
touch than a grown 
person.  That made a 
big impression on me, 
my mother’s failure to 

react; it was both an intellectual failure and an emotional 
one, if you ponder it.  This is maybe one reason I get along 
so well with people a lot younger than me; I have little 
respect for the opinions of people my own age.  I think the 
older you get the dumber you get; I mean people in gen-
eral.  You start losing touch with reality by subtle, gradual 
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degrees until you wind up puttering around with your 
flowers in the backyard while World War Three breaks 
out.  (PKD to Laura Dick, April 2, 1979)

I have taken amphetamines, LSD, Mescaline and pheno-
thiazines.  (PKD to Dwayne Boggs September 9, 1976)

World War Three hasn’t started yet.  Just feints emanat-
ing out of Hamilton Air Force Base.  Mind-disorienting 
drugs, systemic toxins, psychological warfare techniques, 
plus combat operations: seize and search.  Hit, destroy, 
and carry off.  Special operators in the field whose real 
purpose, as the magazine Earth says about the CIA, is to 
“peddle dope and off people.”  (From The Dark-Haired Girl 
pg. 16)

The “darkly” in the title of course refers to a darkening of 
human mental faculties, of both perception and menta-
tion.  I saw among my friends (and in myself) such a dark-
ening overcast that sometimes we seemed unable to fath-
om the most commonplace events; worse, commonplace 
events seemed animated 
by evil powers to us, ready 
to fight us and destroy us 
as agents of invisible su-
peragencies.  And then to 
make matters worse our 
occluded activities even-
tually attracted the atten-
tion of the authorities, 
who were as mystified as 
we as to what the hell we 
were up to.  Since this was 
1971 to 1972, the dark days of the Nixon secret police ac-
tion, the authorities saw political significance in what we 
were doing – when in fact our wildest schemes called for 
nothing more than stealing a can of transmission fluid to 
keep an old car running.  The authorities, we discovered, 
were as occluded as we…and they had the clout to back it 
up. (PKD to Andy Ellsmore: March 21, 1977)

The greatest menace of the twentieth century is the to-
talitarian state.  It can take many forms: left-wing fascism, 
psychological movements, religious movements, drug Re-
habilitation places, powerful people, manipulative peo-
ple; or it can be in a relationship with someone who is 
more powerful than you psychologically.  Essentially, I’m 
pleading the cause of those people who are not strong.  
If I were strong myself I would probably not feel this as 
such a menace.  I identify with the weak person; this is 
one reason why my fictional protagonists are essentially 

anti-heroes.  They’re almost losers, yet I try to equip them 
with qualities by which they can survive.  At the same 
time I don’t want to see them develop counter-aggressive 
tactics where they, too, become exploitative and manipu-
lative. (Source: Charles Platt, Who Writes Science Fiction 
(1980) pp. 166-67.)

The novels which I’ve written that I later found myself in 
are UBIK, FLOW MY TEARS and THE UNTELEPORTED MAN.  
(PKD in a letter to Richard Weinberg, March 6, 1979)

Oddly, most of my writing tends to be fantasy of a reli-
gious, drifting nature, ill-suited for worldly things or large 
publications. All I can say to defend it is that people who 
read it are disturbed, and go off brooding, very puzzled 
and unhappy. “Roog,” as you slyly guessed, is my first ac-
ceptance. (11-8-51 letter to the editors of F&SF magazine)

Actually, I think all human minds, sick or well, have re-
gions of dream symbolism; I see nothing morbid in these 
symbolistic worlds...they have their own logic and struc-

ture, their own typical re-
lationships, as Lewis Car-
roll showed. Not a chaotic 
or formless world, at all...a 
world that fascinates me. 
But perhaps not of inter-
est to fantasy readers. Yet, 
I don’t know what else to 
call this.... I see myths as 
symbolistic proto-type 
experiences, archaic and 
timeless, occurring in the 

individual subconscious. The fairy tale, the myth, the 
dream, are all related. And I see nothing morbid in it.... 
(Selected Letters, vol. 1, p. 33)

It is just as easy to think of the future pushing the present 
into the past as to think of the past generating the present 
and moving toward the future…  Exegesis  

God’s learning about absolute evil from the relative evil 
of evil events in cosmological history, would infringe on 
the absolute quality of God’s goodness, since to know of 
evil is to become to some extent evil.  Therefore, soon 
after creation, God became diminished -- or tainted -- by 
knowledge of evil, and, like man, fell into the realm of the 
Curse (which is an expression of that knowledge of evil by 
what had been purely good).  It has taken God thousands 
if not millions of years to work his way back out of this 
critical situation, and, as stated before, the appearance of 

“The greatest menace 
of the twentieth 

Century is the 
totalitarian state.”
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God in the form of the Redeemer is a sign that he has 
managed to climb back upward sufficiently to reintroduce 
new good into his creation.  God, then, is once again avail-
able to man, and vice versa.  (From Philip K. Dick, “Notes 
on the <TENCH> novel” [A Maze of Death] circa 1968: RF-
PKD #7 (August 1998)

“One of these days . . . people like me will rise up and 
overthrow you, and the end of tyranny by the homeostat-
ic machine will have arrived.  The days of human values 
and compassion and simple warmth will return, and when 
that happens someone like myself 
who has gone through an ordeal 
and who genuinely needs hot cof-
fee to pick him up and keep him 
functioning when he has to func-
tion will get the hot coffee whether 
he happens to have a poscred read-
ily available or not” -- Joe Chip, Ubik 

Religion ought never to show up 
in SF except from a sociological 
standpoint, as in Gather Darkness 
[a novel by Fritz Leiber]. God per 
se, as a character, ruins a good SF 
story; and this is as true of my own 
stuff as anyone else’s. Therefore I 
deplore my Palmer Eldritch book in 
that regard. But people who are a 
bit mystically inclined like it. I don’t. 
I wish I had never written it; there 
are too many horrid forces loose in 
it. When I wrote it I had been taking 
certain chemicals and I could see 
the awful landscape that I depict-
ed. But not now. Thank God. Agnus Dei qui tollis peccata 
mundi [Lamb of God who lifts the sins of the world]

“Will the Atomic Bomb Ever Be Perfected?” (1966) Law-
rence Sutin, The Shifting Realities of Philip K. Dick pg. 58

“I’m totally against organized religion. I believe you have 
a direct relation with the divine or you have no relation 
with the divine. It has nothing to do with faith or dogmatic 
creeds. The initiative comes from the divine side. There is 
nothing you can do. All you can do is live an honest life, be 
brutally honest with yourself, and hope to become an ob-
ject of interest with the divine beings. Using a formula to 
evoke them is technically called “magic.” I guess you could 
call me a neo-Platonist with gnostic overtones.” 

George Cain & Dana Longo, “Philip K. Dick: Confessions of 
A SF Artist,” Denver Clarion, October 23, 1980

When I do a novel, I am “there,” within that world, among 
its people, involved in its idiosyncratic customs, etc.  I am 
not thinking about it; I am participating…  Like they say, 
my books don’t signify anything; they simply are.  (Letter 
to Terry Carr: November 20, 1964)

The love of money is the root of all evil.  The scent of pos-
sible big money is the root of all manic insanity.

(Letter to Andy ___: May 21, 1968)

Someday I’m going to get my ar-
ticle published: I’m going to prove 
that Finnegan’s Wake is an infor-
mation pool based on computer 
memory systems that didn’t exist 
until a century after James Joyce’s 
era; that Joyce was plugged into a 
cosmic consciousness from which 
he derived the inspiration for his 
entire corpus of work.  I’ll be fa-
mous forever. (Divine Invasions: 
chapter 1)

Divorce should be listed in REVELA-
TIONS as one of the tribulations of 
the Last Days along with fire, fam-
ine, plague and flood.  The five 
horsemen, not four.  I can just see 
the horseman titled “divorce;” he 
is holding in his arms a great scroll 
reading SPOUSAL AND CHILD SUP-
PORT COURT ORDER, and he is 

grinning to bet hell. (Letter to Charles Platt: December 4, 
1978)

Every time I try to care about a spiritual matter I have 
to bust my ass earning more money.  (Found among the 
1975-76 letters)

I received in the mail Richard Nixon’s autograph which I 
wrote and asked for a year ago.  Turns out his autographs 
are fakes; he has machines which mimic his signature.  
There is a Phil Dick s-f story there somewhere.  (Letter to 
Russell Galen: August 22, 1979)

I’ve always feared that someday one of my novels would 
come out with my name as Philip K. Duck on the cover or 
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title page.  (Letter to Ralph Vicinanza: May 4, 1976) 

Yes, there is a basic satire and humor 
throughout my writing.  Like Abraham Lin-
coln, I have to see the funny side of life, the 
pataphysical side, or otherwise the tragedy, 
the many little sorrows, become too much 
for me. (Quoted in Psychotic fanzine circa 
late 1967-68) 

The trouble with being educated is that it 
takes a long time; it uses up the better part of 
your life and when you are finished what you 
know is that you would have benefited more 
by going into banking.  (Transmigration of 
Timothy Archer p. 13)

This is why I love SF. I love to read it; I love 
to write it. The SF writer sees not just pos-
sibilities but wild possibilities. It’s not just 
“What if...” It’s “My God; what if...” In frenzy 
and hysteria.  (introduction to The Golden 
Man)

So I ask, in my writing, What is real? Be-
cause unceasingly we are bombarded with 
pseudo-realities manufactured by very so-
phisticated people using very sophisticated 
electronic mechanisms. I do not distrust 
their motives; I distrust their power. They 
have a lot of it. And it is an astonishing pow-
er: that of creating whole universes, uni-
verses of the mind. I ought to know. I do the 
same thing. (“How To Build A Universe That 
Doesn’t Fall Apart Two Days Later”)

Burroughs is right about the Nova Po-
lice and their tracking down their quar-
ry.  (Exegesis [16:29])

So JOINT, EYE, STIGMATA, UBIK, MAZE, 
and TEARS are progressive parts of one 
unfolding true narrative, in which the gen-
uine Hermetic macro-microcosmology is 
put forth....

SCANNER continues the narration of the 
previous six novels, not treating the objec-
tive outer world as irreal but going back to 
“Imposter” and studying false inner iden-

tity and loss memories of the true self!!

The info conveyed chronologically in the se-
quence of books is interesting.

1) EYE plural and subjective worlds,
2) JOINT world as simulated deliberately,

3) STIGMATA plural hallucinated worlds 
concocted by an evil magician-like deity,
4) UBIK messages of assistance penetrating 
the simulated world(s) “from the other side” 
by/from a salvific true deity,
5) MAZE simulated world fabricated by us, 

to escape an intolerable actuality
6) TEARS the nature specifically of that actual-
ity (an intolerable one -- the BIP of Acts)
7) SCANNER buried memories connected 
with lost identity; and protospeech breaking 
through, not into world as in UBIK but inside a 
person’s head. Two Psychoi one in each brain 
hemisphere, each with its own name and 
characteristics.
Plus such stories as “Imposter,” “Retreat 
Syndrome,” “Electric Ant,” “Human Is” & 
“Precious Artifact,” a very good one.  & re-
lated themes in TIME-SLIP, MITHC, PEN-
ULTIMNATE TRUTH, GAME-PLAYERS, also 
even UNTELEPORTED MAN, (ANDROIDS 
DREAM treats memory-identity theme).  
Exegesis (Sutton pg. 166)

From Frolix-8 to Tears to Scanner: a logical 
progression of an in-depth study of jail, tyr-
anny, dope, slave labor camps, and irreality to 

lies (thislast point mostly in Scanner).  Some-
thing of this seems hinted at in “Faith of Our 

Fathers,” too: lies, delusions (induced by drugs), 
tyranny.  (Exegesis [31:77])

My God, my life – which is to say my 2-74/3-74 
experience – is exactly like the plot of any 
one of 10 or my novels or stories.  Even 
down to fake memories and identity.  I’m 
a protaganist from one of my books.  USA 

1974 fades out, ancient Rome fades in and 
with it the Thomas personality and true 
memories.  Jeez!  Mixture of Imposter, Joint 

and Maze – if not Ubik as well.  (Exegesis 
[16:10])
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Axiom: The best forgeries go undetected.  On a scale of 
increasing perfection there is aninverse ratio to detection.  
Those which we do detect are signs which point toward 
better (undetected) ones.  (Exegesis [16:21])

Ubik is true.  So, too, then, probably Tears and Maze and 
3 Stigmata.  (Exegesis [38:21])

[16:45]      If the above theory is wrong (and there is no 
negative hallucination and spurious reality laid over the 
real world – which is quite different 
than what seems to be –) then what 
has been the use of my writing?  
Also why have I been motivated for 
27 years to belabor this one theme (including fake memo-
ries as an inner analog to fake outer world)?
     Is it all just foolishness?  My writing has to be dismissed 
(including the “Acts” and NT material in Tears and the “ex-
culpation” cipher, i.e., the good news) and my 2-74/2-75 
experience has to be dismissed as a psychotic break.  And 
God didn’t aid in pulling down the tyranny; there was no 
in-breaking, as depicted in the Tears dream.
     Eveything has to be dismissed – my life’s work means 
nothing, my most treasured experience – and I am and 
have been just crazy – 
     Because everything is interwoven, it either all stands 
or it falls.  Such stories as “Precious Artifact” and “Elec-
tric Ant” and “Retreat Syndrome” tell us nothing – not to 
mention the novels.
     Ubik tells us nothing?
     And four years and four months of exegete – wasted.  

The true actual time is c. A.D. 45 – since then mere “Palmer 
Eldritch time” has ballooned out for us.  (Exegesis [21:18])    

I agree: the novels for Ace were written by someone who 
is not really Phil Dick, but only bears the name.
(PKD to Peder Carlsson: May 5, 1969)

     He saw a figure with impassive eyes, like those in late 
Medieval paintings, not lifeless 
but – totally tranquil.  One hand 
was raised as a gesture toward 
him, the hand slightly extended 
forward so that it was available 
to be touched; he did not need 
to touch it however – just see-
ing it, knowing it was there: that was enough.
     The figure was Christ.
     So the gaff at the end of the long spear, that was not 
the only point of contact; it could be done through Christ 

without that agony.  All he had to do was raise his own 
hand and reach; the figure would never move away, dis-
appear or retreat or become insubstantial: he might lose 
sight of it, but it would remain; only his own ability to see 
would dim.  And it had stood there forever, like the An-
tagonist, and would always; it was as if caught by a great 
Giotto or Fran Angelico painting – it had eternity about 
it, and if he did not reach it now he would later, eventu-
ally; he would draw back now because he did not own the 
means to advance closer to it – or even to remain here 

seeing it from a distance – but it 
would not withdraw.
    And then the drugs wore off.  (De-
leted paragraphs from the first draft 

of “The Kneeling Legless Man” [Dies Irae])  

The Empire is...the codification of derangement; it is in-
sane and imposes its insanity on us by violence since its 
nature is violent one. To fight the empire is to be infected 
by its derangement. This is a paradox. Whoever defeats a 
segment of the empire becomes the empire. It prolifer-
ates like a virus imposing its form on its enemies; thereby 
it becomes its enemies. (Exegesis 41)

     That’s the trouble with living in a police state, he said to 
himself; you think – you imagine – the police are behind 
everything.  You get paranoid and think they are beaming 
information to you, in your sleep, to subliminally control 
you.  Actually, the police wouldn’t do that.  The police are 
our friends.
     Or was that idea beamed to me subliminally? he won-
dered suddenly.  “The police are our friends.”  The hell 
they are!  (Lies, Inc. chapter 1)

The long path is the short path—ponderous books of phi-
losophy won’t help me; Burroughs’ Junky will. (Exegesis 
1:24)

[32:7] I wonder what you get if you sit down starting 
with “Roog” and read through everything (including such 

strange stories as “Retreat Syn-
drome) all the way to Scanners.  
If everything interlocks, what is 
the total message? pg. 275

Correct sequence:   
(1) Scanner: Occlusion of our 

minds, without our being aware of it; loss (forgetfulness) 
of true identity 
(2) Tears: What our world is really always like which the 

“UBIK is True.”

“The true actual 
time is AD. 45.”
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occlusion is deliberately there to keep us from seeing 
(3) Stigmata: Who/what deliberately occludes us: the Yal-
tabaoth Magician evil deity, spinner of spurious worlds, 
creator of illusion and inhabiting, contaminating (unclean) 
presence in these degraded pseudo worlds (4) Maze: The 
negative hallucination MO of the occlusion, and reference 
to Savior who extricates us from a hopeless trap and pseu-
do world 
(5) Ubik: The salvific entity per se, by name and how its 
“Pansophiaistic” messages come through the trash layers 
to aid us. Past available within the present. 
(6) Do Androids: A vital theme, that of Mercer and his real-
ity through some sort of mystic identification via empathy. 
The role of animals. The tomb world. The “fakeness” of 
fakeness: my “2 slit” logic. 
(7) “Impostor”: Disinhibiting stimulus restoring blocked 
memory (v. [1]) 
(8) “Faith of...”: God, evil, communism, 
drugs, hallucinations—a montage of 
many elements 
(9) Every other relevant story and novel, 
from Joint to “Remember Wholesale,” 
“Electric Ant,” “Retreat Syndrome,” etc., 
not listed in (1) through (8). Pg 406

[2:12] The only models for this that I’ve 
ever even heard of, let alone know, are 
my own stories and novels. This situation 
appears again and again. Take the story 
“Retreat Syndrome.” Or the novel Maze. 
The same idea (as has been pointed out 
to me by all sorts of readers) is reworked 
again and again, obsessively and endlessly; viz: I keep try-
ing out new ways to account for this situation:   

(A) you see world X and have memories to match. 
(B) that world X is irreal, a delusion, and hides real 
world Y, and the memories in you are faked to  
match fake world X.   

The explanations for this change, but the paradigm does 
not. I’d state the paradigm this way: 
     A group of people live in a particular world, i.e., time 
and place. Then one or more of them begins by degree 
to discover (or the reader learns) that that world is only a 
veil or delusional world covering another, real one, which 
the characters once knew about—lived in—but have both 
forgotten and can no longer perceive. In a variety of ways 
the latent, hidden, forgotten real world shows through 
or intrudes, or abolishes entirely the surface, delusional 

world, and their real memories of it return. This is exactly 
what happened to me in 2-74, then more so in 3-74, and 
then I found that hidden, real world depicted in the novel 
I wrote four years earlier—which was released the very 
week (2-74) I remembered the truth. (p. 385)

“I’m afraid I don’t quite understand ‘Retreat Syndrome” 
entirely myself, but it seems to have something to do with 
hallucinations.  I understood it when I wrote it, and Terry 
[Carr] evidently understood it when he selected it for the 
collection (or did he?  Maybe not.)”  --PKD to Ted Pauls: 
June 6, 1969.  SL1 pg. 262.  

“Like Cordwainer Smith, I was taken over by my own S-F 
universe.” -- Exegesis [18:23]

“However, I do think one could say this: 
rather than having it read: UBIK, by Philip 
K. Dick, one could put it this way: PHILIP 
K. DICK by Ubik.”  -- PKD to Peter Fitting: 
June 28, 1974.

“After reading Burroughs, I dipped into 
Ubik.  It certainly would be easy—and 
reasonable—for a reader to think that 
both Burroughs and I know something, 
and we want our novels to be taken as at 
least partly true.” -- PKD Exegesis [29.9]

“I will reveal a secret to you. I like to 
build universes that do fall apart. I like to 
see them come unglued, and I like to see 

how the characters in the novels cope with this problem.” 
-- How to Build a Universe that Doesn’t Fall Apart in Two 
Days

The concept of selective awareness, for example.  That 
could explain so much of what seems paradoxical about 
the reports we’ve been getting about illusions that seem 
real.  The mind selects, out of a mass of sense data, those 
ones of all possible items to pay attention to, to react to, 
to treat as “real.”  But who knows what the mind may be 
rejecting, what lies unseen out there in the world?  Per-
haps these illusions are not illusions at all, but real things 
that ordinarily are filtered out of the stream of incoming 
sense data by our intellectual demand for a logical and 
consistent world.  Why were they unable, previously, to 
hurt us?  Because, quite literally, what we don’t know 
can’t hurt us.  -- The Ganymede Takeover 1967
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An Update on Jeanette Marlin 
(Jeannette Ryder)
by Frank Hollander

My 2012 article in PKD Otaku #26, 
“First of Five: the Mystery of Jea-
nette Marlin,” discusses Philip K 
Dick’s first wife, Jeanette Marlin, 
whom he married and divorced 
in 1948. Official census and birth 
records that I uncovered estab-
lish that she was born on January 
1, 1927, which is contrary to the 
very sketchy portraits in the Dick 
biographies of a significantly older 
woman.

Additional information has ap-
peared on genealogical web sites 
more recently--apparently supplied 
by extended family members--that 
fleshes out the still rather minimal 
outline we have of her life. Mar-
lin’s family name was adapted 
from the Finnish name Maillanen 
or Miilanen. She remarried in 1954 
in San Francisco, to John B. Ryder 
(reportedly born around 1916, and 
now deceased). They had a son, 
Daniel F. Ryder, born in 1959 in 
Bakersfield, California. Marlin died 
on February 17, 2008 in Torrance, 
California. Her grave marker in Lake 
Forest, California displays her name 
as Jeannette Julia Ryder.

The discrepancy between the spell-
ing “Jeannette” and “Jeanette” sug-
gests to me that Jeannette was her 
legal name, but that she also used 
Jeanette, at least when she was 
young. It is also possible that the 
Jeanette spelling is simply errone-
ous, despite its appearance in some 
official records and its propagation 
in most of the writings concerning 
her marriage to Dick. The spelling 
on the grave marker, in the absence of much other firm 

evidence, is enough for me to conclude that Jeannette 
should be our preferred spelling.
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Lighthouse Index 

Last issue we discussed Philip K Dick’s correspondence to Terry Carr’s Lighthouse fanzine. In this issue we are printing 
an (icomplete) index of issues and contents.

LIGHTHOUSE #1- 15 Database

Issue Page Category Title Person Notes

1 cover Bjo Wells later Bjo Trimble

1 article Happy Town Pete Graham as Peter G. Scott

1 editorial Takin’ Care of Business Pete Graham

1 article Charles Burbee: The Complete Machiavelli Terry Carr

1 article Umbrage A Burbee Robert Bloch

1 ramblings Fuggit! Don Wegars

1 ramblings Bob Tucker

1 article The Mind of Chow Charles Burbee reprinted from INNUENDO 
#7, Feb 1958

1 ramblings Muskrat Ramble Terry Carr as Carl Brandon

1 illustration Bill Rotsler

1 illustration Bjo Wells

2 cover Ray Nelson

2 editorial Pete Graham

2 article Hydra County Ted White as Theodore W. Edwards

2 article The Graham Fan Survey Pete Graham as Dr. Longdog, P.U.D.

2 fiction The Hieronymus Fan Terry Carr reprinted from RAGNAROK 
#6, July 1960

2 article You Don’t Look Like Graham to Me Ron Ellik

2 mailing comments Looking Backward Pete Graham

2 illustration Dave Rike

2 illustration Bill Rotsler

2 illustration Bjo Trimble

3 cover Ray Nelson

3 editorial Minor Drag Pete Graham

3 article Ben Singer, Pride of the DSFL Ray Nelson

3 cartoons Brother Gregory Andy Reiss

3 fiction Sometimes I’m Happy Pete Graham serious fiction

3 cartoons On The Beat Ray Nelson

3 column Fapa on Wry Ted White

3 editorial Tailgate Ramble Terry Carr

3 letters Klein Comment Jack Speer

3 letters Klein Comment Walter Breen

3 letters Klein Comment Ray Nelson
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3 letters Klein Comment Alvin Fick

4 cover Arthur Thomson

4 editorial Minor Drag Pete Graham

4 fiction Blind Clarinet Terry Carr serious fiction

4 column Fapa on Wry Ted White

4 mailing comments Comments on Comments on Comments 
on Terry Carr

4 satire The 2.3 Second Minute Carol Carr as Robert Linseed

4 article Flea in the Beat Ointment Ray Nelson

4 mailing comments Looking Backward Pete Graham

4 editorial Tailgate Ramble Terry Carr

4 letters Lighthouse Letters

4 poem Ray Nelson

4 bacover George Metzger

5 cover Arthur Thomson

5 editorial Minor Drag Pete Graham

5 novel One Summer with Elinor Terry Carr chapter one of a serious 
novel

5 article The Loves of Yesteryear Richard Bergeron reprinted from WARHOON 
#14, Jan 1962

5 column Fapa on Wry Ted White

5 cartoons Out Berkeley Way Dave Rike

5 article Darkhouse Alva Rogers

5 satire A Fable for Fapa Bill Donaho

5 column The Perforated Finger Walt Willis

5 column The Kookie Jar Bill Rotsler

5 mailing comments Comments on Comments on Comments 
on Terry Carr

5 column Big Dorf’s Special Gary Deindorfer

5 mailing comments Looking Backward Pete Graham

5 editorial Tailgate Ramble Terry Carr

5 lettercol

5 comments Re: the Graham Petition Boyd Raeburn

5 comments Re: the Graham Petition Redd Boggs

5 bacover Steve Stiles

6 cover George Metzger

6 mailing comments Comments on Comments on Comments 
on Terry Carr

6 poem Sun and Clap Happy Carol Carr

6 cartoons Out Berkeley Way Dave Rike

6 mailing comments Looking Backward Pete Graham

6 bacover Bill Rotsler

6 illustration Rotsler

7 cover Arthur Thomson

7 editorial Minor Drag Pete Graham

7 article Wheel of Futility Walter Breen
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7 column Our Man in George Metzger George Metzger

7 mailing comments Looking Backward Pete Graham

7 column Fapa on Wry Ted White

7 mailing comments Comments on Comments on Comments 
on Terry Carr

7 column Big Dorf’s Special Gary Deindorfer

7 poem Ode to Nuclear Attack anon 7th grader, Norman, Okla.

7 editorial Tailgate Ramble Terry Carr

7 lettercol Letter Litter Redd Boggs

7 bacover Steve Stiles

8 mailing comments Comments on Comments on Comments 
on Terry Carr

8 mailing comments Looking Backward Pete Graham

8 illustration Bhob Stewert

9 cover Cynthia Goldstone

9 editorial Minor Drag Pete Graham

9 column The Perforated Finger Walt Willis

9 mailing comments Looking Backward Pete Graham

9 poem Come here, my dear Carol Carr

9 mailing comments Comments on Comments on Comments 
on Terry Carr

9 mailing comments Tailgate Ramble Terry Carr

9 lettercol Letter Litter

9 bacover Cynthia Goldstone

9 illustration Cynthia Goldstone

10 cover Cynthia Goldstone

10 column Our Man in George Metzger George Metzger

10 article From a Celestrial Galaxity Carol Carr

10 column Minor Drag Pete Graham

10 mailing comments Looking Backward Pete Graham

10 mailing comments Comments on Comments on Comments 
on Terry Carr

10 article Bach in High Fidelity Walter Breen

10 mailing comments Take Five Carol Carr

10 editorial Tailgate Ramble Terry Carr

10 bacover Cynthia Goldstone

11 cover Arthur Thomson

11 article Drugs, Hallucinations, and the Quest for 
Reality Philip K. Dick

11 column The Perforated Finger Walt Willis

11 poem Battlefield Ray Nelson

11 ramblings Stuff Carol Carr

11 article 1926 And All That Carl Brandon

11 column Our Man in George Metzger George Metzger

11 mailing comments Comments on Comments on Comments 
on Terry Carr
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11 cartoons The Life and Hard Times of the Poo Trina and Art Castillo

11 mailing comments Take Five Carol Carr

11 editorial Tailgate Ramble Terry Carr

11 fiction A Curse Tom Seidman reprinted from THE SEID-
MAN NEWSLETTER

11 lettercol Letter Litter

11 index Lighthouse: The First Ten

11 bacover Ray Nelson

14 cover Jack Gaughan

14 3 article
Will the Atomic Bomb Ever Be Perfected, 
and If So, What Becomes of Robert Hein-

lein?
Philip K. Dick

14 7 article Around the World with Thomas Disch Thomas M. Disch

14 17 article Bright, Shiny Ideas and Inept Slapstick Greg Benford

14 21 article Jack Schoenherr Gave My Dog Ticks Jack Gaughan

14 25 column Minor Drag Pete Graham

14 34 fiction Oh Pioneer G. C. Edmondson

14 37 article The Western Outlaw: from cave in the 
Rock to Hole in the Wall Pat Lupoff

14 49 column The Perforated Finger Walt Willis

14 52 column Our Man in George Metzger George Metzger

14 64 ramblings Stuff Carol Carr

14 70 article On Professional Jealousy and Other Things Alexei Panshin

14 74 article The Cultural Deprivation of the White 
Anglo-Saxon Protestant Gina Clarke

14 77 editorial Tailgate Ramble Terry Carr

14 83 lettercol Letter Litter

14 bacover Jack Gaughan

15 cover Jack Gaughan

15 3 editorial Odd Ball Terry Carr

15 11 fiction A Fictional Architecture Samuel R. Delany

15 24 ramblings Stuff Carol Carr

15 32 article Mr. & Mrs. Badlydrawn in Cartoonland Gahan Wilson

15 35 article The Anima Archetype in Science Fantasy Fritz Leiber

15 42 speech Project Boskone Damon Knight

15 46 poem A Dream Tom Disch

15 47 article Only One Color For a Dime Pat Lupoff

15 52 article The Invaders vs. The Milford Mafia Joanna Russ

15 56 article Technological Extrapolation in the Era of 
Enlightened Rigor Richard A. Lupoff

15 74 fiction The Voice in the Garden Harlan Ellison

15 76 lettercol Letter Litter

15 bacover Jack Gaughan

---   (Note: 12-13 missing from index)   ---
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A Lacuna Filled 

by JPC

You are only as good as your resources but 
sometimes your resources let you down.  The 
Selected Letters of Philp K. Dick is an invaluable 

collection that expands exponentially our under-
standing of PKD.  But it is not without flaws. 

Consider this:

Last night I had a strange dream: I dreamed that 
two of my novels, FLOW MY TEARS, THE PO-
LICEMAN SAID and MAN IN THE HIGH CASTLE 
had become one novel, and the police general 
in TEARS, Felix Buckman, was a ranking police 
(Gestapo) officer of the Nazis; 
he had on the black SS uni-
form.  Also I dreamed about 
a whole lot of written mate-
rial dealing with this compos-
ite novel, an analysis of its 
meaning.  It had to do with 
the opera “Wozzeck” which 
is a study of the degrading of 
a humble, uneducated man 
by an educated, aristocratic 
scientist who uses him in an 
experiment.  Perhaps in an 
alternate world Felix Buck-
man was a Gestapo officer 
assigned to analyze me and 
eventually destroy me.  I’ve 
felt for some time that in 
some weird way that I don’t 
in any sense understand I 
knew General Buckman, that 
he is an actual person.  In was president.  In 
my speech I declared that eventually an even 
better track, Track C, would be substituted for 
Track B and there never would have been a 
President Nixon.  So when I wrote TEARS I was 
writing about a police state USA that somehow 
once actually existed.

This simply makes no sense.  What is Phil talking 
about?  What the hell is Track B and C?  Some truly 
impressive sleuthing on the parts of John and Perry 
has come to our rescue.  

Dear Patrick:

In The Selected Letters of Philip K. Dick: 1977 
- 1979, letter to Laura Dick April 2, 1979, P.222 
- 223, there is a part missing. Currently the last 
line of P. 222 to the first line of P. 223 reads: 

“In was president.” 

This should read:

“In 1977 in France I delivered a 
speech in which I put forth an idea 
which in no way can I prove:  that 
FLOW MY TEARS depicts an evil 
alternate world which we all—or 
some of us—actually lived in, but 
God abolished that world (which 
I called Track A in my speech) and 
substituted Track B, the world 
where Nixon was president”

Regards,

John Fairchild
Perry Kinman

Now read the paragraph again with 
the missing words restored:

Last night I had a strange dream: 
I dreamed that two of my novels, FLOW MY 
TEARS, THE POLICEMAN SAID and MAN IN THE 
HIGH CASTLE had become one novel, and the 
police general in TEARS, Felix Buckman, was a 
ranking police (Gestapo) of the Nazis; he had 
on the black SS uniform.  Also I dreamed about 
a whole lot of written material dealing with 
this composite novel, an analysis of its mean-
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ing.  It had to do with the opera “Wozzeck” 
which is a study of the degrading of a humble, 
uneducated man by an 
educated, aristocratic sci-
entist who uses him in an 
experiment.  Perhaps in 
an alternate world Felix 
Buckman was a Gestapo 
officer assigned to analyze 
me and eventually destroy 
me.  I’ve felt for some 
time that in some weird 
way that I don’t in any 
sense understand I knew 
General Buckman, that 
he is an actual person.  
In 1977 in France I deliv-
ered a speech in which I 
put forth an idea which in 
no way can I prove: that 
FLOW MY TEARS depicts 
an evil alternate world 
which we all—or some of 
us—actually lived in, but 
God abolished that world 
(which I called Track A in my speech) and sub-

stituted Track B, the world where Nixon was 
president.  In my speech I declared that even-

tually an even better track, Track 
C, would be substituted for Track 
B and there never would have 
been a President Nixon.  So when 
I wrote TEARS I was writing about 
a police state USA that somehow 
once actually existed.

It is not simply a matter of co-
herence being restored.  What 
we have now is a fascinating ex-
pansion of the meaning of Phil’s 
novel.  You know, a much need-
ed research project would be a 
collection of Phil’s dreams.  The 
ones I can think of off-hand are 
very strange and remind me of 
Poe’s “The Raven”: 

“Deep into that darkness peer-
ing, long I stood there, wonder-
ing, fearing, 
doubting, dreaming dreams no 

mortal ever dared to dream before.”

“It’s a cardboard universe, Jamis, 
and if you lean too hard against 

it you fall through, 
but god knows into what.”  
(PKD in a Letter to Jamis: Nov 23, 1972)
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Those we love, loved others too
By Nick Buchanan © 2016 

If you know your Philip K. Dick stories well … can you 
work out which one this is using the following clues...?

• A man goes to a meeting only to find he is not 
who he thought he was. 
• He has memories of a past which are contradicted 
by the memories of other characters. He says:
“Yes. I had some false ideas planted in my mind. 
Were they put there with a purpose? (p.36)
• Typically he is met by a cruel woman who delights 
in his disorientation:
“You really haven’t the faintest idea what this is 
all about? You have no purpose, no plan for deal-
ing with it? You’re just moving along in the great 
dark?” (p.42)
• The story is peppered with discussions concern-
ing the cortex and the thalamus. 
• There are quotes from Ancient Greeks, philoso-
phers and General Semantic concepts are liberally 
sprinkled throughout.
• In the book, the populace are forced to play 
games in the form of quizzes. Those who succeed 
gain the best jobs on earth.
• Some characters feel that they just don’t fit into 
the universe they find themselves in.
• People board robot planes which talk to them, 
giving them advice.

Still not sure which sto-
ry? Surely you recognize 
all the hallmarks of Dick’s 
oeuvre - those recur-
rent themes which he 
explored and obsessed 
about throughout his 
career? The insecurity 
of the protagonist… the 
false memories... the cold female... the interest in the cor-
tex and thalamus… the preoccupation with philosophy 
and General Semantics... the interest in Games for high 
stakes… the inanimate objects which patronize and give 
advice.

Perhaps the reason you can’t quite place this one is be-
cause it wasn’t by Philip K. Dick at all, but by someone Phil 
admired immensely: A. E. Van Vogt. The book I have been 

referring to is ‘The World of Null-A’ which was published 
in 1948 (originally serialized in 1945 by John W. Campbell’ 
in his Astounding Stories in three parts). It should be re-
membered that for most of 1945, Dick was a very impres-
sionable 16 year old. He devoured pulp science fiction 
throughout his teens.

There is no doubt that Van Vogt’s work paved the way for 
Philip K Dick. In particular Van Vogt’s philosophical specu-
lations concerning the fragility of identity and the precari-
ousness of reality. Although Dick is the greater talent, he 
did stand on Van Vogt’s shoulders. Nevertheless, Van Vogt 
remains a huge talent in his own right – and worthy of 
readership. When we read Van Vogt we gain a greater un-
derstanding of Phil. Indeed their central preoccupations 
are much the same – except that Van Vogt was ploughing 
these fields long before Phil. 

Throughout his whole life, Phil retained his love of Van 
Vogt’s work. Fellow writer, Brian Aldiss in Trillion Year 
Spree says of Phil, ‘[He] learned to love the genre through 
the magazines long before his literary tastes were formed. 
He never quite recovered from that first infatuation with 
forbidden Van Vogtian delights.’  (p.334).

The reference to Van Vogt being ‘forbidden’ probably re-
lates to the fact that pulps were regarded as trash and 
reading them was frowned upon. As Phil said in a 1977 
interview: ‘I remember when I purchased my first pub-
lished story. Somebody said to me, “Do you read that 

kind of stuff?” And I said, 
“Madam, I not only read 
it, I write it.” And people 
would say to me, “Well, 
why don’t you write 
something serious? Why 
do you write science fic-
tion? Write something 
serious.”… Nevertheless, 
I did as well as I could. I 

wrote the most profound, most imaginative novels I could 
...’ (From the 2ème Festival International de la SF de 
Metz, Metz, France, September 19-25, 1977. Transcribed, 
edited, annotated and with afterword by Frank C. Ber-
trand - PKD Otaku #22, p.4). 

Aldiss’s use of ‘forbidden’ might also be a reference to 
the fact that when Van Vogt’s work was first being widely 
enjoyed, a fellow writer, Damon Knight, waged a cam-

Surely you recognize 
all the hallmarks 
of Dick’s oeuvre?
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paign to discredit it. He wrote bitter essays in which he 
stated that:  ’[Van Vogt] is no giant; he is a pygmy who has 
learned to operate an overgrown typewriter.’

He described The World of Null-A (which had so impressed 
Phil) as: “…one of the worst allegedly adult science fiction 
stories ever published.”  

And it didn’t end there… Knight 
went on…‘In general van Vogt 
seems to me to fail consistently as 
a writer in these elementary ways: 

1. His plots do not bear examina-
tion. 
2. His choice of words and his sen-
tence-structure are fumbling and 
insensitive. 
3. He is unable either to visualize a 
scene or to make a character seem 
real.’

And on… ‘If you can only throw 
your reasoning powers out of 
gear—something many van Vogt 
fans find easy to do—you’ll enjoy 
this one.’‘ (said in a review of Van 
Vogt’s Empire of the Atom).

In 1965, Knight formed the Science 
Fiction Writers of America (SFWA) which began (in 1975) 
giving a Grand Master Award to those who had made an 
outstanding contribution to writing in the genre. But the 
organisation was rife with politics and dogma and Knight’s 
scathing words held sway. Despite his major contribution 
to the genre, Van 
Vogt was effec-
tively ‘blocked’ 
from receiving 
the award until 
1995 (just five 
years before his 
death and only after Knight had received his own award).

Robert J. Sawyer, a Canadian Science Fiction writer (Flash 
Forward, Calculating God, etc. ) said this: ‘There was no 
doubt that van Vogt should have received this honor much 
earlier — the injustice of him being overlooked, at least in 
part because of damnable SFWA politics, had so incensed 
Harlan Ellison, a man with an impeccable moral compass, 

that he’d lobbied hard on the SciFi Channel and elsewhere 
on van Vogt’s behalf.’

Knight’s motivation was clear to even the most basic un-
derstandings of human psychology – he was jealous of 
Van Vogt’s popularity. Furthermore, Knight only believed 
in one kind of writing - his kind. People with greater sensi-

tivity can find meaning in all kinds 
of places - especially if their en-
quiry is intelligent. They know that 
the buffet of life has much to com-
mend it, and they don’t confine 
themselves to savouries only. It’s 
silly to blame a gateaux for not be-
ing a steak. Both have their place.

Knight did a similar hatchet-job on 
Richard Matheson’s outstanding 
‘The Shrinking Man,’ dismissing it 
entirely because it was not ‘true 
science fiction’ and even calling 
it ‘anti science-fiction’ (In Search 
of Wonder by Damon Knight). In 
other words it was to be avoided  
because it wasn’t something it had 
ever claimed to be! We are not 
talking about the difference be-
tween science fiction and fantasy 
here, we are talking about snob-
bery and gate-keeping. This is not 

about sorting this is about spite.

In the 1950’s Knight did everything he could to dismantle 
Van Vogt’s career, and because Knight was seen as an au-
thority (and founder of the SFWA) few dared to disagree 

with his hard line 
and his acid jibes. 
When scholars 
sneer, they have 
tremendous in-
fluence over 
wannabee schol-

ars and any others lacking vertebrae. Scholarship can very 
easily become a tiny club where egos massage one an-
other and cowardly, knee-jerk reactions hold sway. 

The same small-minded perceptions kept Dick’s fantasy 
gem Cosmic Puppets out of print for decades. A revered 
scholar, Darko Suvin in his overly didactic ‘Artifice as ref-
uge and world view: Philip K Dick’s Foci’ described Cos-

‘we are talking about 
snobbery and gate-keeping’
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mic Puppets as one of three Dick novels ‘best forgotten’ (I 
knew you’d ask, ... Dr. Futurity and The Game Players of 
Titan) (Writers of the 21st Century Series, Ed. Olander & 
Greenberg p.80). 

This Cosmic Puppets detour is simply a reminder that his-
tory repeats itself and that it’s wise to go directly to the 
work first – with an open mind and a healthy scepticism. 
Dogmatic commentary should never precede the work 
itself. When there is the moon and a finger pointing at 
the moon, my money is on the moon itself. Just as Cosmic 
Puppets became airbrushed out of history, so too did Van 
Vogt – and for similar reasons.

Ironically, the qualities that Knight found repellent in Van 
Vogt’s work were the very things which delighted Philip 
K. Dick; namely the logical inconsistencies, the wild intru-
sions and the flights of fancy.  As Gregg Rickman notes: 
‘Van Vogt was one of the first authors to give the workings 
of the mind full play in his work and unlike most of Camp-
bell’s writers he was not hard and cold and unemotional, 
in the manner of Hal Clement, Asimov and Heinlein.’ (To 
the High Castle: Philip K. Dick A 
Life 1928- 1962 p.105).

Dick also wrote plots which were  
full of inconsistencies or made 
no logical sense - they’re packed 
with changes and contradictions. 
And like Van Vogt’s work, Dick’s 
exerts a tremendous imagina-
tive power - to the point where 
his stories work like a spell which 
holds the reader until long after 
the book is finished - feeling 
quite different than before. Who 
cares if stories suddenly lurch in 
unexpected ways? - What a ride! 
What an experience! What an 
exploration into unknown terri-
tory!

In 1954, Phil attended the World 
Science Fiction Convention in 
San Francisco (Sir Francis Drake 
Hotel, 3-6 September). Phil was 
by then a new and rising star in the SF firmament (he was 
25 years old). The gathering gave Phil the opportunity to 
meet many of his idols, not least of all A. E. Van Vogt. Phil 

recalled “someone taking a photograph of A.E. Van Vogt 
and me, and someone saying ‘the old and the new.’ But 
what a miserable excuse for ‘the new.’’ (To the High Cas-
tle: Philip K Dick A Life 1928- 1962 p.278).

Years later in 1978, Phil said in a letter to Joseph Milicia 
(an SF writer and critic) that Abendsen in The Man in the 
High Castle ‘was based on A.E. Van Vogt whom I met in 
1954 and admire both as a person and as a writer.’ (Philip 
K. Dick: Selected Letters - August 7, 1978)

Just as Dick once used the I Ching to determine the di-
rection of his writing in The Man in the High Castle, Van 
Vogt used to enlist the help of his subconscious mind to 
assist him with plot lines. Here’s how Van Vogt described 
the  process: 

“I took the family alarm clock and went into the spare 
bedroom that night, and set it for an hour and a half. 
And thereafter, when I was working on a story, I would 
awaken myself every hour and a half, through the night—
force myself to wake up, think of the story, try to solve 

it, and even as I was thinking 
about it I would fall back asleep. 
And in the morning, there would 
be a solution, for that particu-
lar story problem. Now, that’s 
penetrating the subconscious, 
in my opinion. It’s penetrating it 
in a way that I don’t think they’ll 
be able to do any better, thirty 
centuries from now.” (Van Vogt 
interview in Who Writes Science 
Fiction, by Charles Platt p.152).

Phil made references to Van 
Vogt’s work throughout his 
whole life. In Brian Aldiss’s Tril-
lion Year Spree (which was first 
published in 1986, four years af-
ter Phil’s death) Phil joked about 
his religious beliefs being similar 
to things described in The World 
of Null-A and the subsequent 
Gosseyn books: ‘I sound like 
[I’m] an A.E. Van Vogt character. 

Guys walking around and he rotates tyres… and suddenly 
discovers that he’s got an extra brain you know, and he’s 
really from another galaxy and can walk through walls 
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(laughter). Boy, I’m not a man who rotates tyres. I’m John 
the Baptist!’ (Trillion Year Spree – Brian Aldiss p.219)

When interviewed by 
Charles Platt in 1978, Phil 
again made reference to 
Van Vogt’s influence on 
him, in particular Van 
Vogt’s The World of Null-
A: ‘There was something 
about that which abso-
lutely fascinated me. It 
had a mysterious qual-
ity, it alluded to things 
unseen, there were 
puzzles presented which 
were never adequately 
explained. I found in it 
a numinous quality. I 
began to get an idea of 
a mysterious quality in 
the universe which could 
be dealt with in science 
fiction.’ Who Writes Sci-
ence Fiction - Charles 
Platt (p.164)

Van Vogt’s novels have 
a mystical quality, they 
often imply an ‘other-
ness’ just out of reach, a 
hidden influence which 
shapes and organizes 
- and which, in the fi-
nal analysis, eludes us. 
The full picture is oc-
cluded. But it’s effects 
are known. Van Vogt’s novels also hint at the fact that our 
current awareness is very limited - even the way that we 
think is too narrow (Aristotelian). The World of Null-A was 
in part a suggestion that there were other ways of thinking 
(Non-Aristotelian) which could yeild rich material - indeed 
material which simply would not be available to logic. 

Edward DeBono has made a career writing books about 
one type of Null-A thinking - ‘Lateral Thinking.’  Fine books 
they are too. Logic can only deduce from existing mate-
rial, whereas Lateral thinking can bring in new material 
(random) and use it to solve problems; with Lateral think-
ing one can reverse a relationship, challenge a dominant 
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idea, use an impossibility as an intermediary step or swap 
hats to explore different aspects (e.g. Six Thinking Hats). 
I had the privilege of Teaching ‘Thinking’  (as a distinct 

module) to Graphic De-
sign students for many 
years. 

The idea that our band-
width is often too nar-
row is somthing that 
preoccupied Phil in his 
life and his writings. He 
knew that there was 
more to ‘see’ and that 
we are currently not 
getting the full picture - 
as illustrated by one of 
Phil’s favourite quotes 
is from the New Testa-
ment:

“For now we see through 
a glass, darkly; but then 
face to face: now I know 
in part; but then shall I 
know even as also I am 
known.” (1 Corinthians 
13v12 KJV)

Alfred Elton Van Vogt 
was born sixteen years 
before Philip K. Dick, in 
1912 in Winnipeg, Mani-
toba. His parents were 
Dutch and he made his 
first sale in the genre to 
John W. Campbell Jnr 

for  Astounding Magazine in 1939 (‘Black Destroyer’). Phil 
would have been a receptive eleven year old the year this 
came out.  During the following 1940’s and 50’s, Van Vogt 
was prolific - a pulp favourite.

Incidentally, Black Destroyer was later re-used by Van 
Vogt as part of his The Voyage of the Space Beagle (1950). 
In this novel he introduced the science of ‘Nexialism’ - it is 
likely that Asimov saw this before he introduced the simi-
lar concept of ‘psycho-history’ in his, no famous, Founda-
tion  (which came out the following year - 1951). 

Van Vogt was fascinated by the way the mind works, the 
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nature of the unconscious, the role of dreams and hyp-
nosis - indeed he wrote The Hypnotism Handbook (1956). 
It is easy to see, from the books and authors whom Phil 
quoted throughout his career that he and his hero shared 
many areas of enquiry - and they both used such re-
search  to create novels which challenge perceptions and 
throw new light on difficult ideas. They could both cre-
ate  dreamlike (and nightmarish) scenarious which were 
unpredictable and sometimes terrifying. For me, Dick is 
the greater craftsman - and books like The Three Stigmata 
of Palmer Eldritch show the extent of 
Dick’s tremendous inventiveness and 
artistry.

Although many fans want Phil’s The 
Three Stigmata of Palmer Eldritch to 
stand for their ‘Crazy drug fueled au-
thor,’ it clearly has its origins in the 
inspiration of writers like A. E. Van 
Vogt. Incidentally, whenever I refute 
the idea that Phil’s imagination was 
forged in the furnace of drug-taking, it 
is usually assumed that I am express-
ing disdainfor drugs - and that I don’t 
want my hero to be ‘tainted’ by them. 
On the contrary, I wish all drugs were 
legalized and I abhor the criminaliza-
tion of the drug-user (especially those 
non-taxable drug users).

The idea that The Three Stigmata of Palmer Eldritch could 
ONLY be written by someone on drugs is an afront to the 
power of the human imagination. It is reductive and in-
fantile. It’s as cheap, cowardly  and mistaken as those 
who say ‘Ringo was a crap drummer.’ As with most things, 
when people all think alike, no one thinks much at all. And 
boy, that herd is growing.

“Each paragraph - sometimes each sentence - of my brand 
of science fiction has a gap in it, an unreality condition. 
In order to make it real, the reader must add the missing 
parts. He cannot do this out of his past associations. There 
are no past associations. So he must fill in the gaps from 
the creative part of his brain.” - A.E. van Vogt

Phil was incredibly well-read, and he read for the joy of it. 
Amongst others, he read and liked Kafka, Borges, Becket, 
Shakespeare, Dante, Teilhard de Chardin, Kurt Vonnegut, 
Nathaniel West, Ray Bradbury, Poul Anderson, Alfred 
Bester, Roger Zelazny, Gustave Flaubert, Robert Heinlein, 

Martin Heidegger, James Joyce, Carl Jung, Virginia Woolf, 
Heraclitus, - to name but a few. But no one had such a 
strong influence on him (as a writer) than A. E. Van Vogt. 
Furthermore, Phil showed great courage in champion-
ing Van Vogt throughout the decades when scholars all 
around him were sneering and jeering. 

I recognize that Van Vogt is not as great as Philip K. Dick, 
but I feel that we should honour him as Phil did. When I 
read Van Vogt, I really enjoy the journey - and it is obvious 

to me, exactly why Phil liked his sto-
ries. Phil wasn’t stupid and he found 
Van Vogt very worthwhile.

Jeannette WInterson - the author of 
the profound and disturbing ‘Oranges 
Are Not The Only Fruit,’ once said that 
‘Fiction is the best way of discussing re-
ality’ - and I think that both Van Vogt 
and Dick used their stories to ‘discuss 
reality’ - What is real? What is hu-
man? What is consciousness? What is 
a thought? What is a memory? What is 
identity? What is time? etc. 

If you are a fan of Dick, then you owe 
Van Vogt a huge debt. We all do. This 
piece is a way of acknowledging that. 

I shall give the last word to Brian Aldiss (as quoted by 
Gregg Rickman in To the High Castle: Philip K Dick A Life 
1928- 1962 (p.287): “I think it’s very clear, Phil has said so, 
that Van Vogt was a major influence on him. Phil took the 
pure, almost dreamlike play of ideas that you get in that 
Van-Vogtian stream of ideas, and improved it throughout 
his career until he was writing almost dreamlike master-
pieces. Dick began as a smart imitator of Van Vogt and 
ended up as a wizard. Most careers in SF flow the other 
way about.’

------------------ 

Nick Buchanan is the author of What Happens in Shakespeare’s King 
Lear and What Happens in Shakespeare’s Macbeth – both are 500 
page study guides to Shakespeare’s great works. He is also the graphic 
designer responsible for the layout and appearance of PKD Otaku.

------------------ 

Let’s hope the Pawns of Null-A defeat the Knight of Damon
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PKD OTAKU INDEX

Issue Page Category Title Person Novel etc.
1 1 article My Life With Philip K. Dick Vittorio Curtoni
1 1 article LIES about The Unteleported Man Patrick Clark Unteleported
1 2 interview Unreleased Interview, Metz, 1977 PKD

1 2 book review Dr Bloodmoney - an infinity plus review Simon Ings Dr B

1 3 article Notes on my one and only PKDream, 
dated June 27th, 1995 Perry Kinman

1 4 article The Variable Man - two points Patrick Clark Variable
1 4 fiction Counter-clock Sheep Gavin Logan Androids

1 5 article
Three Late Night Thoughts About PKD’s 

Time Out of Joint While Listening to 
Pink Floyd’s Song “Comfortably Numb”

Frank C. Bertrand Time

1 8 letter A PKDream Patrick Clark

1 8 interview Flashpoint Transcript: K.W. Jeter 1/7/99 Androids

2 1 article Philip K. Dick in Spanish Gerardo Acosta
3 1 book review Eye in the Sky Damon Knight Eye
3 2 book review Time Out of Joint Frederick Pohl Time
3 2 book review The Man Who Japed Larry T. Shaw & Erwin Stein Japed
3 3 book review Dr Futurity Frederick Pohl Dr F
3 3 book review Dr Futurity Damon Knight Dr F

3 3 book review The Three Stigmata of Palmer Eldritch P. Schuyler Miller Stigmata

3 4 book review The Crack in Space/The Zap Gun/
Counter-Clock Judith Merril Crack

3 4 book review The Crack in Space/The Zap Gun/
Counter-Clock Judith Merril Zap

3 4 book review The Crack in Space/The Zap Gun/
Counter-Clock Judith Merril Counter-Clock/Zap/

Crack

3 4 book review Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep? Judith Merril Androids

3 5 book review Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep? P. Schuyler Miller Androids

3 5 book review Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep? Richard E. Geis Androids

3 6 book review Ubik P. Schuyler Miller Ubik
3 7 book review Ubik Richard E. Geis Ubik
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3 7 book review Our Friends From Frolix-8 Jan M. Evers Frolix
3 7 book review The Maze of Death David C. Paskow Maze
3 7 book review Flow My Tears, The Policeman Said  Paul Walker Flow
3 8 book review Flow My Tears, The Policeman Said P. Schuyler Miller Flow
3 8 book review Flow My Tears, The Policeman Said Joanna Russ Flow
3 9 book review Flow My Tears, The Policeman Said Cy Chauvin Flow
3 10 book review Deus Irae Richard E. Geis Deus
3 10 book review Deus Irae Joe Sanders Deus
3 11 book review A Scanner Darkley Richard E. Geis Scanner
3 11 book review The Best of Philip K. Dick Barry Malzberg Best
3 12 book review The Golden Man Thomas Disch Golden
3 13 book review Valis Algis Budrys Valis
4 1 fiction You Don’t know Dick E. A. Johnson

4 6 letter
Philip K. Dick: A Letter to Richard 

Geis from Psychotic #20 (December 
1967):P.18

PKD

4 7 poem Reality Therapy Frank C. Bertrand

4 7 interview

The Worlds of Philip K. Dick: An 
Interview With America’s Most Brilliant 
Science-Fiction Writer, The Aquarian 11 

Oct. 1978

Joe Vitale

4 11 article Another Dr Futurity translation found Frank C. Bertrand Dr F

4 11 article A Conjecture Future Boy

4 12 bibliography A Whole Lotta Bibliography - A Couple 
German Collections Andre Welling

4 13 article
A Late Night (marish) Thought About 
Dead Bug Words, While Listening to 
Queensryche’s Song “Silent Lucidity”

Frank C. Bertrand

4 15 bibliography Martian Time-Slip: A Bibliography Martian
4 15 editorial Editorial Statement Patrick Clark
5 1 article Philip K. Dick in Spanish Gerardo Acosta
6 1 interview Horselover Fat and the New Messiah John Boonstra
6 2 editorial Editorial Statement Patrick Clark
6 2 quote Total Systems Breakdown Greg Tate

6 4 article
Late Night Reflections From a Weary 

SF Reader on the Eve of the World Cup 
Final

Lord Running Clam Valis

6 6 article Eating Disorder PKD John Fairchild
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6 7 article Introduction to the Waterstone Edition 
of The Three Stigmata of Palmer Eldrich Fay Weldon Stigmata

6 8 book review Solar Lottery P. Schuyler Miller Lottery
6 8 book review The World Jones Made P. Schuyler Miller Jones
6 8 book review The Man Who Japed Anthony Boucher Japed
6 9 book review The Man Who Japed P. Schuyler Miller Japed
6 9 book review The Cosmic Puppets P. Schuyler Miller Puppets
6 9 book review The Man in the High Castle S. E. Cotts Castle

6 10 book review Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep? M. John Harrison Androids

6 10 book review Ubik Ron Goulart Ubik
6 10 book review Galactic Pot-Healer P. Schuyler Miller Pot-Healer
6 11 book review Valis Baird Searles Valis
6 11 quote Pre-Cognitive Dissonance Ella Taylor Minority Report (film)

6 12 article Philip K. Dick’s Mind-Bending, Film-
Inspiring Journeys David Edelstein Minority Report (film)

6 13 quote Kubrick Envy James Morrison Minority Report (film)

6 14 article This Generation Needs a Paranoid’s 
Paranoid Brent Staples

6 16 fiction Health, Swabble, Life Perry Kinman
7 1 article Vague New Theology Philip K. Dick Maze

7 3 article Stalking the PKD Fiction Oddities: Part 1 
(Yuba City High Times) Frank Hollander The Alien Mind

7 5 article Nobly Wild, Not Mad: Memories of Phil 
Dick Benjamin Adams The Alien Mind

7 7 article Brian W. Aldiss

7 7 article

Late Night Thoughts About Do Androids 
Dream of Electric Sheep?, While 

Listening to Modest Mussorgsky’s 
Pictures at an Exhibition

Frank C. Bertrand Androids

7 12 book review Solar Lottery Anthony Boucher Lottery
7 12 book review Solar Lottery Floyd C. Gale Lottery
7 12 book review A Handful of Darkness Anthony Boucher
7 13 book review The World Jones Made Anthony Boucher Jones
7 13 book review Eye in the Sky Anthony Boucher Eye
7 13 book review The Cosmic Puppets Anthony Boucher Puppets
7 13 book review The Variable Man Anthony Boucher Variable
7 14 book review Time Out of Joint P. Schuyler Miller Time Out of Joint
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7 14 quote Hello, Norman! Phildickian High School 
Punk Chris Ziegler

7 14 article
Future Imperfect: Minority Report 

-- The Story and the Film -- Misses the 
Mark

James Parker Minority Report

7 16 fiction The 50-Minute Hour News Report Perry Kinman

8 1 letter Selected Letters of Philip K. Dick: 1981- 
To Richard Geis PKD

8 2 letter Selected Letters of Philip K. Dick: 1981- 
To David Hartwell PKD

8 4 letter Selected Letters of Philip K. Dick: 1981- 
To Richard Geis PKD

8 4 letter Selected Letters of Philip K. Dick: 1981- 
To Cathy Meyer PKD

8 6 book review Vulcan’s Hammer Hammer
8 6 book review Vulcan’s Hammer P. Schuyler Miller Hammer
8 6 book review Martian Time-Slip Ron Goulart Martian

8 7 book review The Three Stigmata of Palmer Eldritch Judith Merril Stigmata

8 7 book review We Can Build You Theodore Sturgeon Build
8 7 book review The Divine Invasion Tom Easton Divine
8 8 quote Too Much Information Hendrik Hertzberg
8 8 LoC Frank C. Bertrand
8 9 LoC John Fairchild

8 9 article Philip K. Dick: A Man Ahead of His Time James Verniere

8 10 book review
Universi che Cadono a Pezzi: La 

Fantascienza di Philip K. Dick - By 
Francesca Rispoli

Salvator Proietti

8 12 quote The Best and the Brightest Dead People Eva Cassidy

8 13 bibliography Bibliographic Updates
8 13 fiction Return Marc “Zito” Oberst

9 1 article The Transmigration of Timothy Archer: 
Science Fiction, Fantasy or Realism? David Hyde Archer

9 3 letter PKD & John Brunner: 1968 PKD to Terry Carr
9 3 letter PKD & John Brunner: 1968 John Brunner to PKD
9 4 letter PKD & John Brunner: 1968 PKD to John Brunner
9 4 letter PKD & John Brunner: 1968 John Brunner to PKD
9 5 LoC Paul Di Filippo
9 5 LoC Maurizio Nati
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9 6 article Free Association: Pastrami, Sex and 
Death Jon Carroll

9 6 book review Eye in the Sky Theodore Sturgeon Eye
9 7 book review The Variable Man Theodore Sturgeon Variable
9 7 book review New Worlds No. 160 James Colvin
9 7 book review The Crack in Space James Colvin Crack

9 7 article It’s Philip K. Dick’s World, We Only Live 
In It Laura Miller

9 9 quote Documents of Questionable Reality 
since 1974 Kara-Bakos Castle

9 9 article A Difficult Gift Michael Moorcock Stigmata
9 10 bibliography More News From Italy Salvator Proietti

10 1 article King Felix Lord Running Clam

10 3 article
Late Night Thoughts About Chapter 
Thirteen While Listening to AC/DC’s 

“Hells Bells”
Frank C. Bertrand Androids

10 5 book review The Game Players of Titan Robert Silverberg Titan
10 6 book review The Penultimate Truth Robert Silverberg Truth
10 6 book review The Man in the High Castle Robert Silverberg Castle
10 7 book review The Best of Philip K. Dick Robert Silverberg Best
10 7 book review Solar Lottery Robert Silverberg Lottery
10 7 book review A Scanner Darkley Robert Silverberg Scanner
10 9 Synopsis The Acts of Paul PKD
10 9 fiction In the back of the bus an old wino… PKD
10 10 quote A Note From the Author PKD Lottery
10 10 quote The Making of Blade Runner Paul M. Sammon
10 11 letter Search For Philip K. Dick PKD to Daniel Gilbert
10 11 dedication We Can Build You : 1st edition PKD Build
10 11 dedication We Can Build You: 2nd edition PKD Build
10 11 comment Anthony Boucher PKD
10 11 notes Footnotes to “King Felix” David Hyde
11 1 editorial The Kitchen Sink Issue Patrick Clark
11 1 article Memories of Phil (25 Sep 1995) Charles Platt
11 2 article Eric A. Johnson
11 2 article Androids and Empathy Tom Dillingham Androids
11 3 article Memories of Phil (Jan 19, 1996) Robert Anton Wilson
11 3 article Noir in Festival (10 Dec 1996) Joel Margot
11 4 article The Blurbs of Philip K. Dick Patrick Clark

11 5 conversation Two Otaku Sitting Around Discussing 
“Faith of Our Fathers” Andre Welling & Patrick Clark Faith of Our Fathers
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11 9 quote Trying to Make a Living in the Science 
Fiction Biz

Phil’s royalty statement: at 
Bowling Green State University

11 9 article Some Secondary Source Material for 
PKD from “The Tuesday Dose” Patrick Clark

11 10 quote My Favorite Deckard Theory Dante Androids
11 12 article Choosy About Your Candy? Patrick Clark Stigmata
11 12 article Phil as Precog Patrick Clark
12 1 letter To PKD Sept 30, 1968 Scott Meredith

12 2 article A Question of Chronology: 1955 - 1958 Lord Running Clam

12 4 article Deckard, Please Be Human Marc “Zito” Oberst Androids
12 4 quote The Plague Yard Simon Dwyer
12 4 LoC David Aylward
12 5 book review Solar Lottery Damon Knight Lottery
12 6 book review Philip K. Dick: Electric Shepherd Angus Taylor
12 7 quote Rudy Rucker
12 7 article The Cyborgs Are In Charge Pat Cardigan
12 8 article Game in the Maze Patrick Clark
12 12 quote Philip K. Paycheck Mark Holcomb
13 1 article Tripping On Acid, Speaking in Latin Patrick Clark
13 2 article Lost in the Shoddy Lands Paul Di Filippo Ubik

13 3 article Why Does William Gibson Keep Saying 
Those Things About Philip K. Dick? Patrick Clark

13 5 quote Anthony Mellors
13 5 book review The Truth as He Knew It Francie Lin
13 7 book review The Man Who Japed Villiers Gerson Japed
13 8 book review The Variable Man Anthony Boucher Variable
13 8 book review The Cosmic Puppets Calvin M. Knox Puppets
13 8 book review Dr. Futurity P. Schuyler Miller Dr. F
13 8 book review Radio Free Albemuth Byron Coley Radio
13 9 article The Plague Yard Simon Dwyer
13 9 quote A Handful of Darkness
14 1 editorial Patrick Clark & Marc Oberst
14 2 article Obiting the PKD Planet Patrick Clark
14 4 article The Portrait of Philip K. Dick Lord Running Clam
14 5 article Speaking of Otaku… Patrick Clark
14 6 interview Interview With the Otaku Nex Hurlan
14 8 article Recent PKD Bits Andre Welling
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14 9 letter An Unpublished Philip K. Dick Letter: To 
Shokichi Kawaguchi PKD Castle

14 10 book review Crazy Like A Fox Michael Moorcock
14 12 fiction I Dark Marc “Zito” Oberst
15 1 editorial Marc “Zito” Oberst
15 1 editorial Patrick Clark

15 2 article Mystery Still Surrounds Death of Local 
Sci-Fi Writer David Alcott

15 5 fiction I Take Your Dick? Marc “Zito” Oberst

15 8 fiction The Emotional Rescue of Daniel 
Megaboom Perry Kinman

15 13 quote Solar Lottery Lottery
15 13 article What A Clever Dick Sean O’Hagan
15 15 book review Eye in the Sky P. Schuyler Miller Eye
15 15 book review The Variable Man P. Schuyler Miller Variable
15 16 book review The Game Players of Titan P. Schuyler Miller Titan

15 17 Mix Some Recent (And Not So Recent) PKD 
References In The Press

16 1 quote Pete C. Du Bois

16 2 article How Philip K Dick Saved My Account - A 
True Account

Master Greenwood Callturn, 
formerly Esq.

16 7 article Vizitations 0 The Strange Experiences of 
Philip K. Dick in the 1970 Tessa B. Dick

16 11 article Phildickian - A Definition Patrick Clark

16 12 article Random CD Report 01 - The Future Grip Marc “Zito” Oberst Blade Runner

16 13 letter Three Letters by Philip K. Dick PKD
16 15 book review The Man in the High Castle P. Schuyler Miller Castle
16 16 book review Martian Time-Slip P. Schuyler Miller Martian
16 16 book review Flow My Tears, The Policeman Said Richard E. Geis Flow
16 17 book review A Scanner Darkley Spider Robinson Scanner

16 17 Mix Some Recent References To Phil In The 
Press

17 1 quote

17 2 article PKDland: A Trip To Pt. Reyes Station, 
California Lord Running Clam

17 4 movie review A Scanner Darkley Dave Hyde Scanner

17 6 article
Watching the Detectives. Richard 
Linklater Adapts Philip K. Dick’s A 

Scanner Darkly
Joshua Glenn Scanner

17 7 letter A Letter to Roger Zelazny: Nov 13, 1968 PKD
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17 10 article A Brief Look At Some of the Short 
Stories Andre Welling

17 10 book review The Three Stigmata of Palmer Eldritch J. G. Ballard Stigmata

17 11 book review The Man in the High Castle James Cawthorn Castle
17 11 book review The Ganymede Takeover James Cawthorn Ganymede
17 11 book review Gather Yourselves Together Paul Di Filippo Gather

17 13 interview Recall Mechanisms - An Interview With 
Tessa, Chris, and Ranea Dick Annie Knight

18 1 quote Ubik as Petit Objet a

18 2 article Some Uncut PKD - Deleted Section 
From the Draft of Deus Irae Chapter 3 Deus

18 2 article Rudy Rucker on PKD Rudy Rucker
18 5 movie review Truly, Madly, ‘Darkly’ Rob Nelson Scanner
18 6 article A Brief Look at Two Novels Andre Welling Counter-Clock
18 7 article PKD & Me Part 2 Patrick Clark
18 8 fiction Dropping Some Tabs and Zoning Out Elric Sourpenny the Younger
18 9 article A Musical Note Marc “Zito” Oberst
18 9 book review Solar Lottery R. G. Meadly & M. John Harrison Lottery
18 9 book review The World Jones Made James Cawthorn Jones
18 10 book review Eye in the Sky Robert McCary Eye

18 10 book review Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep? Gerald Bishop Androids

18 10 book review Galactic Pot-Healer Michael Kenward Pot-Healer

18 11 article In the Afternoon We Drove Over to 
Fullerton to See Philip K. Dick

18 11 article Don’t Be A Hero John Patterson

18 12 article Views of the Future From A Long-Dead 
Writer Nora Young

18 12 article A Protest Against The Utter Inhumanity 
of the Machine Intelligence Joe Chip

19 1 editorial Marc “Zito” Oberst
19 2 article Finding the Dark-Haired Girl Marc “Zito” Oberst Dark-Haired
19 3 article Pink Beam - A Note From the Author Dave Hyde
19 6 article Throwing Ubiks Gerardo Acosta
19 8 article A List of PKD zines Gerardo Acosta

19 10 article A Little Something For Us Numb Skulls Andre Welling

19 11 book review The Three Stigmata of Palmer Eldritch Hazel Pierce Stigmata
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19 17 article Short Note Cypher Marc “Zito” Oberst
19 18 book review A Scanner Darkley David Wingrove Scanner
19 20 book review Valis Paul Kincaid Valis
19 22 article Just a Thought Marc “Zito” Oberst
20 1 editorial Patrick Clark
20 1 article Living In Dick’s Future Jerry
20 1 article Phil’s Reputation Patrick Clark
20 2 article Different PKD Realities Laura Entwisle
20 2 article Phil Should Change His Name John Fairchild

20 2 article Relating Paranormal Experiences to 
Strangers Greg Sandow

20 2 article Metaphysical Conjurer Patrick Clark
20 3 article Andre’s Comment Patrick Clark

20 4 article David Wrote: Counter-Clock and Blade 
Runner Patrick Clark Counter-Clock

20 5 article PKD-Inspired Play in Berlin Andre Welling

20 5 article Andre: On A Quote By Juanita Robson Patrick Clark

20 6 article Andre On Scanner Patrick Clark Scanner
20 7 article John’s Newspaper Clipping Patrick Clark
20 7 article Gothic SF Patrick Clark
20 7 article Star Trek: Bread and Circuses Patrick Clark

20 8 article Life and dead women, faith and 
madness Patrick Clark

20 8 article Dave Read Voices From the Street Patrick Clark Voices
20 9 article Is Cosmic Puppets Horror? Patrick Clark Puppets
20 9 article Laura Entwisle - PKD and Women Patrick Clark
20 10 article “Pig”- Story in Splatterpunk Patrick Clark
20 10 quote Two Quotes

20 10 article 800 Words: The Transmigration of Philip 
K. Dick

20 10 article William Gibson Patrick Clark

20 11 article Jonathan Lethem: The Disappointment 
Artist Patrick Clark

20 11 article DVD: The Gospel According to PKD Patrick Clark
20 12 article Dimension Philip K. Dick Patrick Clark
20 12 article Martian Time-Slip Patrick Clark Martian
20 13 article John Fairchild: Vanity Fair Patrick Clark
20 13 article John Fairchild: Oscar Wilde quote Patrick Clark
20 13 article PKDream Patrick Clark
20 13 article Bruce: Turkish Ubik Patrick Clark
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20 14 article Mir: A Novel of Virtual Reality Alexander Besher
20 14 article Message From Christian Christian

20 14 article Dave: Imagine a New Version of 
Puppets Patrick Clark

20 15 article Did Phil Write Horror Stories? Patrick Clark
20 16 article Uncyclopedia

20 16 book review Tessa B. Dick: The Dim Reflection of 
Philip K. Dick Patrick Clark

20 17 article The Pink Beam Experience Patrick Clark

20 19 article The 85 Weirdest Storytellers of the Past 
85 Years - Weird Tales Patrick Clark

20 19 article Documentary - Philip K. Dick: The 
Penultimate Truth Patrick Clark

20 20 article The Transmigration of Timothy Archer Patrick Clark Archer

20 20 article Title Changes Patrick Clark
20 20 quote Cats Jerry
20 21 article The World Jones Made Patrick Clark Jones
20 21 article 2-3-74 John Fairchild
20 22 book review Thomas Disch - The Word of God Patrick Clark

20 22 article The 10 Greatest Mind-Altering Drugs 
and Drinks in Science Fiction Patrick Clark

20 22 book review Sleazy Forms of Hell Thomas Disch Lies Inc.
21 2 editorial Patrick Clark

21 2 interview Interview With the Slime Mold - (Dave 
Hyde)

21 8 article The PKD Festival Patrick Clark
21 10 article PKD and Me Patrick Clark
21 17 article Andre Welling
21 17 interview The AKS Story Patrick Clark
21 21 article PKD/AKS Redux (or Part Deux)
21 21 book review A Kindered Spirit by E.J.Morgam Laura Entwisle
21 22 letter Frank Bertrand Letters Frank Bertrand

21 30 article What if Our World is Their Heaven 
Sheet John Fairchild

21 31 fiction What is PKD? Catlover Fat
22 2 editorial Patrick Clark
22 3 interview An Interview With Philip K. Dick Yves Breux & Francis Luxereau

22 8 interview A Kindered Spirit Interview Continued Patrick Clark

22 9 interview Interview With Tessa Dick Jami Morgan
22 10 article Tessa Dick on Paranormal Radio Jami Morgan
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22 12 article Late Night Thoughts, While Listening to 
Opera? Frank Bertrand Androids

22 15 article PKD: TDC - A Second Take On Scott 
Apel’s ‘Dream Connection’ Jami Morgan

22 19 book review Philip K. Dick: Exhilaration and Terror of 
the Postmodern John Fairchild

22 20 article Best ScienceFiction Short Stories edited 
by Philip K. Dick Patrick Clark

22 20 article …Which They Ate With a Runcible 
Spoon John Fairchild Teeth

22 21 article Random Quotes Compiled by Patrick Patrick Clark

22 21 article Author Profile, circa 1972, From an Ace 
Book Edition of Vulcan’s Hammer Hammer

22 22 quote Dick’s Pessimism Christien Gagnier
22 22 quote Fabricate LSD Effect Alesandro Jodorowsky

22 22 article Jared Loughner’s World of Illusion… and 
Ours Jack Shafer

22 23 letter An Interoffice Audio-memo… Patrick Clark
23 1 cover Phil with Exegesis Nick Buchanan
23 2 editorial Patrick Clark

23 4 book review A Matter of Weight: The Exegesis of 
Philip K. Dick David Hyde Exegesis

23 5 article
On The Confusion Between Eisegesis, 
Exegesis and the Queen of the Faries: 

An Eisegesistical Commentary
Frank Bertrand Exegesis

23 7 article A Hell-Chore, Indeed! Jami Morgan
23 11 article A Scanner Darkly: A Slice in Time Lord Running Clam Scanner

23 14 article The Selected Letters of Philip K. Dick: 
1974 Dave Hyde

23 25 article The Selected Letters of Philip K. Dick: 
1974 Index Dave Hyde

23 41 article A Reappraisal of Philip K. Dick’s ‘The 
Cosmic Puppets’ Nick Buchanan Puppets

23 54 book review A Kindred Spirit by e.j. Morgan Frank Bertrand

23 55 book review Tessa B. Dick: My Life On the Edge of 
Reality Frank Bertrand

23 56 book review
Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep? 
Dust to Dust Vol 1 by Chris Roberson / 

Art by Robert Adler
Frank Bertrand Androids

23 59 LoC Ted Hand
23 59 quote William Gibson
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23 59 quote Andrew McKie
23 59 quote Paul Di Filippo
23 59 quote Warren Ellis
23 60 LoC Frank Bertrand
23 60 quote Interview in 21C Magazine Jonathan Lethem
23 60 quote Dr. Adder K.W. Jeter
23 60 quote Minority Retorts Greg Tate
23 61 quote The Days of Perky Vivienne Robert Silverberg
23 61 quote Bring Me the Head of Philip K. Dick
23 62 LoC Dick Jokes? Frank Bertrand
23 62 LoC All Present and Correct? Lee
23 64 illustration Nick Buchanan Ubik
24 1 cover PKD Wahol & Ambigram Nick Buchanan
24 3 editorial Patrick Clark
24 6 article The Cosmic Puppets: An Exploration Barbara Hyde Puppets
24 9 illustration Everyone Loves the Papoola Perry Kinman

24 10 article Do Artists Dream of a Philip K. Dick 
Moment? Robert Jimenez

24 12 illustration A Philip K. Dick Moment Robert Jimenez

24 13 article
Confessions of a Crap Cover Artist: 
A Review of the Houghton Mifflin 

Harcourt Covers
Nick Buchanan

24 18 article Sixteen Fragments of a Chronology of 
Chance - 1 - The Maze of Delmac-0 Andre Welling Maze

24 20 poem The Sea of Valis Perry Kinman
24 21 article Instead Lord Running Clam
24 24 article Is the Wub Satisfied? Frank Bertrand Wub
24 26 article Puzzle Schmuzzle Perry Kinman
24 27 article The Long Legacy of Philip K. Dick John Dugdale

24 28 article The Sound of One Bong Hitting In an 
Empty Brain Lord Running Clam

24 31 LoC I Can Hear Music, Sweet, Sweet Music Nick Buchanan

24 31 LoC Flow My Tears of Joy the Exegesis 
Replicant Cried! Perry Kinman

24 32 back cover Schol-o-Matic Nick Buchanan
25 1 cover Phil close up Nick Buchanan
25 3 editorial Patrick Clark
25 4 article On “Faith of Our Fathers” Aaron Barlow Faith of Our Fathers

25 6 article Sentient Gravity: A Talk on the Selected 
Letters 1980-1982 John Fairchild
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25 9 article Explaining the Inexplicable2.0 Jami Morgan
25 14 interview The Electric Anthony Peake Nick Buchanan
25 23 article Philip K. Dick’s Adventures With LSD Patrick Clark
25 29 interview An Interview With Malcolm Edwards Frank Bertrand
25 30 article Answers to Puzzle Schumzzle Perry Kinman
25 31 article What A Difference A “Day Makes Nick Buchanan

25 33 photo Ray Bradbury: August 22nd 1920 - June 
5th 2012

25 35 article When “Faith” Untuned the Sky Frank Bertrand Faith of Our Fathers
25 40 book review Allegro’s Mushroom by Tessa B. Dick Jami Morgan
25 42 article The Creation of Precious Artifact Henri Wintz

25 45 article Philip K. Dick Festival, San Francisco 
California Patrick Clark

25 47 LoC What Is and What Should Never Be Frank Bertrand

25 48 LoC It’s New! It’s Fun! - It’s the Exegesis!!! Andre Welling Exegesis

25 48 Loc Is This the Way to Armillary? John Fairchild

25 48 LoC On the Same Page With Ray Bradbury Jami Morgan

25 50 notes Notes and Comments
25 53 illustration Letters Previously Unpublished Nick Buchanan
26 1 cover PKD Filmstrips Nick Buchanan
26 3 editorial Patrick Clark
26 5 article On the Exegesis of Philip K. Dick Mark Rudolf Exegesis

26 6 article Planet Los Angeles, 2019: The 
Accidental Afterlife of Philip K. Dick Peter Young Blade Runner

26 9 article Endless Fascination Laura Entwisle

26 11 article First if Five: The Mystery of Jeanette 
Marlin Frank Hollander

26 16 article Other Yearbook Treasures Frank Hollander

26 18 article
Time and Unteleportation: More Fun 
Than A Thingism From Hell: Philip K. 

Dick’s The Unteleported Man
David Hyde Unteleported

26 25 article Philip K. Dick on LSD Patrick Clark
26 33 LoC Highs Inc. Frank Hollander
26 34 LoC Give Me a Hard Copy, Right There. Terry Allen
26 35 film review RFA Review David Hyde Radio(film)
26 36 notes Notes and Comments
26 38 illustration Empathy Box Advert Perry Kinman
27 1 cover Rutger Hauer (hand coloured) Nick Buchanan
27 3 editorial Patrick Clark
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27 4 article Commentary On Foreigners’ (P.K.) Dick Frank Bertrand

27 8 article Portuguese States of America John Fairchild

27 10 article “Street German” - Philip K. Dick and His 
Origins Bruce Leichty

27 15 book review In the Midnight Hour - The Broken 
Bubble by Philip K. Dick Colin Greenland Bubble

27 16 article The Man Who Japed: Humor, Empathy, 
& Subversion Nick Buchanan Japed

27 22 article The Weapons Shop of Philip K. Dick Lord Running Clam

27 27 interview Galactic Photoshop Healer: A Brief 
Interview With Jeff Drew Nick Buchanan

27 29 illustration Jeff Drew
27 30 LoC The Fashionable Canon Andre Welling
27 31 notes JGB/LSD J. G. Ballard

27 31 notes PKD Otaku Indexed! Filed and 
Monitered. Peter Young

27 31 notes The Last Word on the Matter of PKD 
and LSD Paul S. Williams

27 32 back cover Chew-Z Nick Buchanan
28 1 cover Paul Williams pin board Nick Buchanan
28 3 editorial Paul Williams is Dead, Alas Patrick Clark
28 4 notes Errata
28 5 article Paul: The Post-PKDS Perspective Jami Morgan

28 10 article Have We Yet Become Comfortably 
Numb? Frank Bertrand

28 11 article Paul Williams, Father of Rock Criticism, 
Is Dead at 64 Paul Vitello

28 13 article Wherever You Are, You Are Here Nick Buchanan
28 17 article Remembering Paul Williams Frank Hollander
28 17 article Thoughts On Paul Williams Perry Kinman
28 18 article Paul Williams Greg Lee
28 19 article Thrilling Wonder Stories Paul Williams
28 22 article Notes From the Service Ted Hand
28 23 article Paul Williams: Fan Dave Hyde
28 24 photo Paul Williams

28 25 article Paul William’s Writing on Philip K. Dick JPC

28 26 back cover Soft Drink Stand / Paul Nick Buchanan
29 1 cover New PKD Biography Nick Buchanan
29 3 editorial Patrick Clark
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29 4 interview Peak-a-Book: An Interview With 
Anthony Peake Nick Buchanan

29 15 article Notes On the Influence of C.G. Jung on 
Philip K. Dick Frank Bertrand

29 17 interview Reflections (An Interview With Paul 
Williams) John Fairchild

29 24 quote The Android and the Human Philip K. Dick

29 25 article “e” Only: AKA Homeopapes are Here, 
Hoorah! Jami Morgan

29 27 article Encounters With Reality: P. K. Dick’s A 
Scanner Darkly Frank Bertrand Scanner

29 33 photos Confessions of a Snap Artist Tessa B. Dick

29 36 advert Tessa Dick Live on FreedomizerRadio.
com

29 37 LoC Charles Ferbis
29 37 LoC Manfred Bleekman III

29 38 notes An Index to the Selected Letters 1974

29 38 notes Who is Fax Goodlife?

29 38 notes Why Phil Will Forever Be Known as a 
Stoner

29 40 advert Artwork Inspired by Phil, His Stories and 
His Ideas Nick Buchanan

30 1 cover Old Time Radio Nick Buchanan
30 3 editorial Jami Morgan

30 5 article Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep?: 
A Review of the Play Dave Hyde Androids

30 7 article Lost In the Retreat Syndrome JPC

30 11 article How Am I Not Myself? Philip K. Dick, 
The Autism Connection Jasun Horsley

30 26 illustration P. P. Layouts Nick Buchanan
30 27 illustration Mic Helle
30 28 article PKD Dissertations/Theses Listings Frank Bertrand

30 31 song Canonize Philip K. Dick, OK? The World/Inferno Friendship 
Society

30 32 photos Further Confessions of a Snap Artist Tessa B. Dick

30 35 book review
A Life of Philip K. Dick: The Man Who 
Remembered the Future - by Anthony 

Peake
Patrick Clark

30 37 book review
A Life of Philip K. Dick: The Man Who 
Remembered the Future - by Anthony 

Peake
Jami Morgan
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30 39 advert Fallen Angels - by Tessa B. Dick / Tessa 
Dick’s Internet Radio Show

30 40 back cover Be Sure to Tune In Next Time Nick Buchanan
31 1 cover Rabio Free Albemuth montage Nick Buchanan
31 3 editorial Patrick Clark
31 4 article Director’s Statement John Alan Simon

31 7 article Radio Free Albemuth: Film Information Elisabeth Karr

31 14 fiction Hercule Poirot in The Case of the Crazy 
Writer Dave Hyde

31 22 illustration Enhanced Femur Perry Kinman
31 22 poem Reaching For Hank Snow Perry Kinman
31 22 article Taiwanese Scanner Perry Kinman

31 23 article

Late Night Thoughts About Question 
Marks, While Listening to the 1966 Hit 
Song “96 Tears” By Question Mark and 
the Mysterians, Somewhat Loud, Over 

Headphones

Frank C. Bertrand Androids

31 27 article Journey Planet 16: The Philip K. Dick 
Issue JPC

31 28 article Who Owns the Future?: Philip K. Dick in 
a Malthusian World Evan Lampe

31 34 film review Long Journey From Book to Film: Radio 
Free Albemuth Tessa B. Dick Radio(film)

31 35 film review Better Than the Book? Ej “jami” 
Morgan’s Take on RFA… Jami Morgan Radio(film)

31 38 notes Notes and Comments
31 40 LoC Frank C. Bertrand
31 41 article About Philip K. Dick Frank C. Bertrand
31 42 back cover The Man in the High Castle Nick Buchanan Castle
32 1 cover Tommaso Pincio
32 3 editorial Patrick Clark

32 4 article Philip Kindred Dick in Fort Morgan, 
Colorado Lord Running Clam

32 10 article Report From the Field: Fort Morgan, 
Colorado Lord Running Clam

32 13 article The Penultimate Edits to the 1938-1971 
Selected Letters of Philip K. Dick John Fairchild

32 17 interview Interview with Evan Lampe Jami Morgan
32 22 article Artif-orgs and Repo Men Perry Kinman
32 23 article A PKD Game Sighting Jami Morgan
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32 24 book review Some Not-exactly-new New Philip K. 
Dick Fiction JPC

32 25 book review A Brief Review of Philip K. Dick And The 
World We Live In by Evan Lampe Algernon Imhouse

32 26 book review Mutants and Mystics by Jeffrey J. Kripal Nick Buchanan

32 28 notes Notes and Comments
32 30 LoC Jami Morgan
32 33 LoC Frank C. Bertrand

32 35 advert Philip K. Dick And The World We Live In Evan Lampe

32 36 article Quotes About Philip K. Dick Pt. 2 Frank C. Bertrand
32 38 back cover Tom Parkinson
33 1 Cover Photo of Phil (unknown)
33 3 editorial Patrick Clark

33 5 article Philip K. Dick and the Psychogenic 
Origins of Death by Meteor Strike Angus Taylor

33 9 article To the Lighthouse Patrick Clark / Perry Kinman
33 19 article False Memories or False Worlds? Nick Buchanan Time Out of Joint
33 26 article Philip K. Dick in Orange County Dave Hyde
33 37 advert Ganymedean Slime Mold On Tour Lord Running Clam
33 38 obituary In Memory of David G. Hartwell Frank Hollander
33 39 article Letters from Phil to two old fanzines
33 41 article Two Old time Book Reviews (found) Perry Kinman

33 44 book review In Time’s Empire they were All Slaves by 
David Gill Ganymedean Slime Mold

33 44 game review Californium Andre Welling
33 45 notes notes and comments
33 47 LoC Richard Fahey
33 47 LoC Perry Kinman
33 49 illustration CHEW-Z  / VALIS ambigram Nick Buchanan
33 49 poem Reaching for Hank Snow Perry Kinman
33 50 back cover Dick Quotes on the Media compiled (Nick Buchanan)

Index Compiled by Perry Kinman
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Available now!
In Paperback and ebook formats

Through ALL major retailers - online and ‘brick’


